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Chapter 3: Risk Estimation in Practice
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It is interesting to note that beta is a linear function of CV rather than o,

lending further credibility to the use of CV as a valid measure of risk'2

Divergence of Opinion as a Risk Measure. One useful indicator

of risk is the degree of divergence of opinion among analysts about future

earnings. The greater the variation in analysts' earnings or growth forecasts,

the greater investor uncertainty on future prospects. Zacks Investment Research

compiles individual analysts' eamings forecasts forpublicly traded companies,

along with long-term earnings growth.3 The variation in growth forecasts as

measured by the standard deviation of individual forecasts provides yet another

interesting measure of risk.

3.2 Beta as a Risk Measure

Most, if not all, college-level finance textbooks discuss the pervasive and

positive influence of beta on feturn when discussing the empirical validity of
the capital Asset Pricing Model. see for example Brealey, Myers, and Allen
(2006), Brigham and Ehrhardt (2005), and Ross, Westedield, and Jaffee

(2005). The empirical evidence on the importance of beta as an important

determinant of return is considerable, although controversial as discussed

later.

Before discussing the practical usefulness of beta, it should be pointed out

that the use of beta as a risk measure is not equivalent to unequivocal acceptance

of the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM). The CAPM is a formal theory

of how beta risk affects security prices, and is treated extensively in Chapter

5. Here, beta is used purely as one of several reasonable measures of risk,

and its use is not predicated on any formal asset pricing theory. Thus, any

controversy associated with the validity of the CAPM is deferred until Chapter 5'

2 Beta is defined as the covariance between a security's cash flows and that of the

aggregate market:

o _ S, o(xi) pi. 
(3_1)P - si o(x,)

where S. refers to the market value of the aggregate index, 51 refers to the company's

market value, o(x.) refers to the standard deviation of aggregate cash flows, and

o(x;) refers to the standard deviation of company cash flows. The above expression

is a scaled measure of o(xJ/Si, the coefficient of variation, with the price-eamings

ratio S*/X. as the scalar. This is shown in Patterson (1989).

3 Analysts' forecasts are also available on the Yahoo Finance' Reuters, First Call,

and Value Line Web sites.
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New Regulatory Finance

Beta measures a security's volatility in relation to that of the market, and
is generally computed from a linear regression analysis based on past realized
retuffrs over some past time period, as shown in Figure 3-5.

The dependent variable is the security's realized return over a cerlain time
interval, and the independent variable is the corresponding return on some
suitable market index, such as the Standard & Poor's 500 Index.

An estimate of the beta coefficient of a stock is obtained through an ordinary
least-squares (OLS) regression of the monthly rates of return on the stock,
R1, on the monthly return of an aggregate market index, Rr,, typically from
the previous five years of stock retum data. Beta is simply the estimated
slope of the OLS regression line, which has the form:

Rit : ar + BiRMt + eit G-2)

Value Line betas are widely available and well-known to investors. Beta
estimates are available from several commercial sources including:

l. Value Line Investment Survey

2. Merrill Lynch Security Risk Evaluation

3. Bloomberg

4. Yahoo Finance

FIGURE 3-5
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SECURITY RETURNS AND

MARKET RETURNS
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5.

6.

7.

Standard & Poor's

Morningstar

BARRA

value Line is the largest and most widely circulated independent investment
advisory service, and influences the expectations of a large number of institu-
tional and individual investors. The Value Line data are commercially available
on a timely basis to investors in paper format or electronically. Value Line
betas are derived from a least-squares regression analysis between weekly
percent changes in the price of a stock and weekly percent changes in the
New'York Stock Exchange Average over a period of 5 years. In the case of
shorter price histories, a smaller time period is used, but 2 years is the minimum.
value Line betas are computed on a theoretically sound basis using a broadly
based market index, and they are adjusted for the regression tendency ofbetas
to converge to 1.00. This necessary adjustment to beta is discussed below.

Practical and Gonceptual Difficulties

Gomputational lssues. Absolute estimates of beta may vary over a
wide range when different computational methods are used. The retum data,
the time period used, its duration, the choice of market index, and whether
annual, monthly, or weekly return figures are used will influence the final
result.

Ideally, the returns should be total returns, that is, dividends and capital gains.
In practice, beta estimates are relatively unaffected if dividends are excluded.
Theoretically, market returns should be expressed in terms of total returns on
a portfolio of all risky assets. In practice, a broadly based value-weighted
market index is used. For example, Merrill Lynch betas use the Standard &
Poor's 500 market index, while value Line betas use the New york stock
Exchange composite market index. In theory, unless the market index used
is the true market index, fully diversified to include all securities in their
proportion outstanding, the beta estimate obtained is potentially distorted.
Failure to include bonds, Treasury bills, real estate, etc., could lead to a biased
beta estimate. But if beta is used as a relative risk ranking device, choice of the
market index may not alter the relative rankings of security risk significantly.

To enhance statistical significance, beta should be calculated with retum data
going as far back as possible. But the company's risk may have changed if
the historical period is too long. weighting the data for this tendency is one
possible remedy, but this procedure presupposes some knowledge of how risk
changed over time. A frequent compromise is to use a 5-yen period with
either weekly or monthly retums. value Line betas are computed based on
weekly returns over a 5-yearperiod, whereas Merrill Lynch betas are computed
with monthly returns over a 5-year period. In an empirical study of utility
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betas, Melicher (1979) found that while the beta estimating process differ$
between Merrill Lynch and value Line, the beta estimates are reasonably
comparable in absolute magnitude. Statman (1991) found a small but signifi_
cant difference in these estimates of beta. He estimated the following relation-
ship between the two beta estimates:

M.L. Beta : 0J27 + 0.879 V.L. Beta (3_3)

The results are not consistent with perfect equality. Both regression coefficients
were significant, and the explanatory significance of the relationship, as mea-
sured by the Ri coefficient, was 0.55. But for betas close to 1.0, the differences
were very small. Harrington (1983) examined the betas provided by different
investment services and found that, in terms of predicting ensuing betas, the
value Line forecasts exhibited the lowest mean square errors for a sample
of utility stocks. Reilly and wright (199g) confirmed the difference in beta
found by Statman. The difference was attributed to the altemative time inter-
vals, that is, weekly versus monthly returns. The size and direction of the
effect was a function of a security's market value. In other words, the size
of the firm is an important consideration when estimating beta or using a
published source. For large utility companies, the bias is small, and forpractical
purposes, far less than any inherent standard error of estimate or measurement
enor. Using group (industry) estimates palliates the problem.

when the objective of estimating beta is to ascertain the relative values of
beta for different companies, it is reasonable to suppose that the relative
ranking of the betas is less sensitive to the time period, length of return
interval, and duration of time period, than are the absolute values of beta.
For example, the risk ranking of stocks based on value Line betas, which is
calculated using weekly returns, may not differ substantially from the risk
ranking based on Merrill Lynch betas, which is calculated using monthly
returns.

In addition to choice of time period, duration and market index, measurement
error is also a concern. Individual company betas are measured with error.
To lessen the significance of measurement errors in estimating betas, proxy
groups of companies and/or industry estimates can be used. The empirical
finance literature shows that the standard error of estimate of betas is consider-
ably smaller for porfolios than for individual company observations. Betas
for groups of securities are more stable and more accurate than betas for
individual securities.

Raw Beta versus Adjusted Beta. The regression tendency of betas
to converge to 1.0 over time is very well known and widely discussed in
the financial literature. well-known college-level finance textbooks routinely
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discuss the use of adjusted betas.a Several authors have investigated the regres-
sion tendency of beta and generally reached similar conclusions. High-beta
portfolios have tended to decline over time toward unity, while low-beta
portfolios have tended to increase over time toward unity. Blume (1971)
examines the stability of beta for all common stocks listed on the NYSE, and
finds a tendency for a regression of the betas toward 1.00. He demonstrates
that the Value Line adjustment procedure anticipates differences between past

and future betas. Chen (1981) also analyzes the variability ofbeta and suggests

the Bayesian adjustment approach used by beta producers to estimate time-
varying betas.s Ibbotson Associates' annual Valuation Yearbook relies on
Bayesian betas as well.

A comprehensive study of beta measurement methodology by Kryzanowski
and Jalilvand (1983) concludes that raw unadjusted beta (OLS beta) is one
of the poorest beta predictors, and is outperformed by the Menill Lynch-style
Bayesian beta approach. Gombola and Kahl (1990) examine the time-series
properlies of utility betas and find strong support for the application of adjust-
ment procedures such as the Value Line and Merrill Lynch procedures.

The tendency of true betas not only to vary over time but to move back
toward average levels is not surprising. A company whose operations or
financing make the risk of its stock divergent from other companies is more
likely to move back toward the average than away from it. Such changes in
beta values are due to real economic phenomena, not simply to an artifact of
overly simple statistical procedures.

Because of this observed regressive tendency, a company's raw unadjusted
beta is not the appropriate measure of market risk to use. Current stock prices
reflect expected risk, that is, expected beta, rather than historical risk or
historical beta. Historical betas, whether raw or adjusted, are only surrogates
for expected beta. The best of the two surrogates is adjusted beta.

There is an additional economic justification for the use of adjusted betas in
the case of regulated utilities. Adjusted betas compensate for the tendency of

a The recommended use of adjusted betas is widespread in mainstream investment
and corporate finance textbooks. See for example: Brigham and Ehrhardt (2005)
Chapter 5, page 193-4. Damodaran (2002) pages 186-7. See also the well-known
investment textbook by Sharpe and Alexander (1995), Chapter 15, Section 8.1.

s From a Bayesian statistical framework, and without any information at all on true
beta, one would presume a stock's beta in relation to the market to be 1.00. Given
a chance to see how the stock moved in relation to the market over some historical
period, a modification of this "prior" estimate would seem appropriate. But a
sensible "posterior" estimate would likely lie between the two values.
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regulated utilities to be extra interest-sensitive relative to industrials.6 In the
same way that bondholders get compensated for inflation through an inflation
premium in the interest rate, utility shareholders receive compensation for
inflation through an inflation premium in the allowed rate of letum. Thus,
utility company returns are sensitive to fluctuations in interest rates. Conven-
tional betas do not capture this extra sensitivity to interest rates. This is because
the market index typically used in estimating betas is a stocks-only index,
such as the s&P 500. A focus on stocks alone distorts the betas of regulated
companies. The true risk of regulated utilities relative to other companies is
understated because when interest rates change, the stocks of regulated compa-
nies react in the same way as bonds do. A nominal interest rate on the face
value of a bond offers the same pattem of future cash flows as a nominal
return applied on a book value rate base. Empirical studies of utility returns
confirm that betas are higher when calculated in a way that captures interest rate
sensitivity. The use of adjusted betas compensates for the interest sensitivity of
regulated companies.

There is a statistical justification for the use of adjusted betas as well. Statisti-
cally, betas are estimated with error. High-estimated betas will tend to have
positive error (overestimated) and low-estimated betas will tend to have nega-
tive error (underestimated). Therefore, it is necessary to squash the estimated
betas in toward 1.00. one way to accomplish this is by measuring the extent
to which estimated betas tend to regress toward the mean over time. As a
result of this beta drift, several commercial beta producers adjust their fore-
casted betas toward 1 .00 in an efforl to improve their forecasts. This adjustment,
which is commonly performed by investment services such as value Line,
Bloomberg, and Merrill Lynch, uses the formula:

9adjusted : 1.0 * d (F,u* - 1.0) Q-4)

where "a" is an estimate of the extent to which estimated betas regress toward
the mean based on past data. value Line, Bloomberg, and Merrill Lynch betas
are adjusted for their long-term tendency to regress toward 1.0 by giving
approximately 66vo weight to the measured beta and approximately 3a%
weight to the prior value of 1.0 for each stock, that is, a = 0.66 in the
above equation:

9aolusteo: 1.0 + 0.66(9,"* - 1.0)

: 0.33 + 0.66 p,a* (3-s)

6 See Myers, Kolbe, and rye (1985), Kolbe and Read (19g4), and vitbert (2004) for a
full discussion of the sensitivity of utiliry stocks to interest rates including underlying
theory and empirical evidence.
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Chapter 3: Risk Estimation in Practice

It has been argued that the empirical studies supporting the use of adjusted

betas were not performed exclusively on utility stocks and, therefore, are

inapplicable to utility companies. This belief is premised on a study by Gom-

bola and Kahl (1990) who showed that there is indeed a tendency of betas

to regress towards their mean value for individual stocks. But based on their

analysis of utility stocks, the Gombola and Kahl results suggest a tendency

for utility betas to regress toward their grand utility mean and not toward the

grand average of 1.0.

The difficulty with this argument is that in the mid 1990s to mid 2000s period,

the risks of electric utility stocks escalated substantially well after the period

of study used in these studies because of restructuring, deregulation, and rising

competition and, therefore, the true electric utility betas have escalated toward

1.0. This hypothesis.can be verified by examining the beta risk measure of
alarge sample of electric utilities over the 1992-1'997 period. This time period

was selected because it precedes the deregulation of the electric utility industry

in the U.S. and covers a period over which electric utilities constituted natural

monopolies. The beta trend is shown in Figure 3-6. The inescapable trend

from the graph is the ascent in the Value Line beta, rising steadily from 0.60

to 0.70 prior to deregulation. The rise in raw beta instead of adjusted beta

would be even more dramatic. It is therefore highly improbable that electric

utility betas have regressed to some steady-state historical industry average

in light of the profound transformation that occurred in the electric utility's
risk in the 1995-2005 decade and the changing risk perceptions of investors

with respect to the electric utility industry.

For additional evidence as to whether electric utility raw betas tend toward the

market average of 1.00 or toward the industry average, Professor Damodaran's

FIGURE 3.6
ELECTRIC UTILITY BETAS, 1992-1997
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extensive Web site reporls the following Value Line beta estimates for the
electric utility industry over the past five years, shown graphically on Figure
3-1.

The betas shown in the graph are adjusted betas in keeping with investment
practices and in keeping with the academic literature on the subject. As noted
earlier, adjusted betas reportedby Value Line give2/3 weight to theooraw"
or calculated beta and Il3 weight to the market beta of 1.0.7 Running the
process in reverse, the implied raw betas can be calculated and they are shown
in the graph shown on Figure 3-8.

The strong upward escalating trend is clear from the graph, showing a steady
unintemrpted ascent of raw betas, rather than convergence toward some indus-
try level. Hence the need to employ adjusted betas, as does the majority of
commercial beta services and presumably the majority of investors.

lmplied Regulatory Beta

The betas implicit in regulatory ROE decisions are consistent with adjusted
betas as well. The CAPM framework can be used to quantify the beta implicit

7 The standard definition of Adjusted Beta used by Value Line is as follows:

Adjusted Beta : 0.3333 + 0.6666 x Raw Beta

1.00

Source: Value Line, Damodaran Web site
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in the allowed risk premiums for regulated utilities. According to the CAPM,

the risk premium is equal to beta times the market risk premium:

RiskPremium: B(R" - Rr)

Solving for beta, we obtain:

B : Risk Premium / (RM - RF)

The betas implied in hundreds of regulatory decisions for electric utilities in
the United States over the period 1996-2005 were examined. Inserting the

allowed average risk premium of 5.4% in several hundred ROE decisions

over that last decade and a market risk premiumof 7 .07o in the above equation,

the implied beta is 0.77. Using a market risk premium of 6.5Vo, the implied

beta is 0.83. The implied regulatory betas are virtually identical to the adjusted

beta estimates reported by Value Line for electric utilities and are clearly

inconsistent with raw beta estimates.

To further confirm the desirabilify of using adjusted betas, one can turn to
another measure of risk, namely, relative standard deviations of market returns,

which measures total market risk (both diversifiable and non-diversifiable)
rather than just non-diversifiable market risk. The upper panel of Table 3-1

reports the standard deviation of returns for the overall U.S. equity market,

the electric utility industry overall, a sample of high-quality electric utilities,

and all energy utilities (natural gas and elecfric). The lower panel of the table
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reports the standard deviation of returns of the utility groups relative to
the standard deviation of the overall aggregate market. The median is 0.79,
suggesting that electric utilities are approximately 0.80 as risky as the overall
equity market, confirming the reasonableness of adiusted beta estimates of
0.80 for the electric utility industry in that period.

Beta Stability. several empirical studies of beta coefficients. notably
by Blume (1975) and Levy (197r), have revealed rhe marked instability of
betas over time. Both authors noted a pronounced tendency of betas to regress
toward unity, that is for high betas to decline over time and for low betas to
increase. Even with the aforementioned beta adjustment procedure, betas may
still exhibit substantial instability. If betas are going to be applied to determine
the cost of capital through the GAPM, stability of beta is crucial. If betas are
not stable, any assessment of cost of capital based on historical beta estimates
may not hold true for the future period during which the new allowed rates
of return will be in effect. But if beta is going to be used to provide an
estimate of the relative risk of various securities, the relative relationships
between the betas are likely to be less sensitive to instability than are the
absolute values of beta. Grouping utilities (industry estimates) palliates the
problem, as the beta of a portfolio exhibits far more stability than the beta
of an individual security.

TABLE 3.1
RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION RISK OF ENERGY UTILITIES

Standard Deviation Measure of Risk

Median Mean

1 S&P500
2 Moody's Electric Utilities
3 All U.S. Electric Utilities
4 Hi-Quality U.S. Electric Utilities
5 All U.S. Energy Utilities

33.8
28.9
26.8
24.3
26.3

39.5
27.3
28.7
24.1

30.8

Standard Deviation Measure of Risk
Relative to Aggregate Equity Market

Median Mean

6 Moody's Electric Utilities
7 All U.S. Electric Utilities
8 Hi-Quality U.S. Electric Utilities
9 All U.S. Energy Utilities

AVERAGE

0.85
0.79
0.72
o.78

0.81

0.85
0.71

0.91

0.79 o.82

Source: Value Line lnvestment Analyzer 2005
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Historical versus True Beta, The true beta of a security can nevel

be observed. Historically estimated betas serve only as proxies for the true

beta. The future may well differ from the past' Current changes in the funda-

mentals of a company's operations and risk posture may not be fully reflected

in the historically estimated beta. By construction, backward-looking betas are

sluggish in detecting fundamental changes in a company's risk' For example, if
u otitlty increased its debt to equity ratio, one would expect an increase in

beta. However, if 60 months of return data arc used to estimate beta, only

one of the 60 data points reflects the new information, one month after the

utility increased its leverage. Thus, the change in leverage has only a minor

effect on the historical beta. Even one year later, only 12 of the 60 return

points reflect the event'

Another example is shown graphically in Figure 3-9 where the true underlying

beta of a utitit is gradually increasing because of recently added risk factors,

such as vast increases in plant construction costs, and increasing levels of

competition. Yet, the historical beta measured over a S-year estimation period

lies midway between the true beginning-of-period beta and the current end-

of-period beta, seriously underestimating the current beta'

This type of bias certainly applied to electric utilities from the mid 1990s to

mid ZifbOs. The business risks faced by the electric utility industry as a whole

intensified during that period. Disintegrating entry barriers, intensifying rivalry
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among the rising number of competitors, more substitute products, and power-
ful buyers with many energy altematives result in a highly competitive energy
market. The fundamental risks of electric utilities fluctuated markedly during
that period. Environmental problems, the California energy crisis, the deregula-
tion of the industry, demand uncertainties, inflation-related problems, deterio-
ration in the quality of earnings, and nuclear uncertainties contributed in
raising the risk level of utilities in that era. This type of bias applied to water
utilities in the 1990s as well, with their fundamental risks changing as a result of
environmental problems, demand-supply uncertainties, stringent water quality
regulations, and the uncertainties of environmental compliance costs. At that
time, water utilities were experiencing structural and fundamental shifts in
risk that were not fully reflected in historically measured betas.

Such structural shifts in risk are not fully reflected in the measured beta and
standard deviation, since such estimates are calculated using 5 years of past
data using pre- and poststructural shift observations. So, any measured risk
difference between utility stocks and stocks in general can be misleading, and
likely to be lower than that implied by a simple comparison of beta and
standard deviation alone. The converse is also true, of course. For utilities
with listed call options, section 3.5 proposes a tool designed to track short-
run risk changes and to detect possible directional changes in historical beta.

Brigham and Crum (1977) analyzed the effects of risk non-stationarity in
measured betas, hence on cost of capital, and concluded that a random shock
that changes the true beta cannot be immediately measured by an estimated
beta. For example, they contend that rising investor risk perceptions cause a
decline in stock prices, which in turn produces low betas. The Brigham and
Crum article generated voluminous discussion and controversy, which was
reported in a special issue of Flnancial Managemenl (Autumn 1978) devoted
to the use of beta in utility regulation. The various comments offered by
several noted financial scholars in that issue generally supported the view
that betas could be biased, and that projecting beta from historical data could
be dangerous.

while beta is a sensible and objective risk measure, firmly anchored in modern
portfolio theory, it should be used cautiously. Backward-looking statistical
analysis runs the danger of providing misleading evidence that the risk and
the cost of capital have changed. To illustrate, in the late 1990s and early
2000s, electric utility stocks had become increasingly driven by industry-
specific factors, including corporate restructurings, mergers, asset divestitures,
and regulatory change while the overall equity market remained volatile and
was largely driven by technology stocks. The net result of this "distancing,'
between the electric utility industry and the overall equity market was a
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downward effect on utility betas, as utility stocks increasingly reflected factors

unique to the industry during the transition to a competitive environment.8

Relevance of Beta. According to both financial theory and empirical

evidence, betas are critical and sufficient measures of risk. Financial theory

has shown that beta is a sufficient risk measure for diversified investors and

the empirical literature has confirmed its importance in determining expected

retum. But the relevance of beta as the only measure of fisk remains controver-

sial. Several studies have found that investors receive incremental return for

incuning risk that could be diversified.e Both beta risk and standard deviation

risk appear relevant to investors, based on the evidence cited in Section 3.1'

Rosenberg (1986), for example, concluded that while beta may be important

to diversified investors, the use of additional measures of risk and return in

ratemaking is justified.

As discussed extensively in Chapter 6, throughout its tumultuous history, the

death of beta has been periodically announced over the years, but has inevitably

been followed by its rebirth. The Fama and French (1992,1993, 1997) studies

are a case in point. Fama and French found that differences in beta failed to

explain the return performance of different stocks. But here again the autopsy

of beta was premature, and reports of beta's death were greatly exaggerated.

For one thing, financial theory is concemed with the relationship between

expected returns and beta, whereas Fama and French employed realiz'ed

,"iornr. Moreover, in a subsequent research paper, Kothari, Shanken, and

Sloan (1993) found significant return compensation for beta risk with little

relation to market-to-book (M/B) ratios, unlike Fama and French. They also

found that market risk premiums are much larger when betas are estimated

using annual rather than monthly data. Other prominent financial economists

have tackled the Fama and French findings head on and rehabilitated beta by

finding that beta did in fact explain differences in share returns.l0

Beta and Thin Trading, For securities for which there is only periodic

trading, beta estimates are downward biased. This is because observed returns

contain stale information about past period returns rather than current period

8 The rising risk of the electric utility industry is corroborated by the steadily rising

trend in lhe traditional measures of titt in the past decade, such as beta and the

standard deviation of retums (See Testimony of Dr' R. A' Morin before the California

Public Utilities Commission on behalf of Southern California Edison, App. 98-

0s-024).

e See Sharpe and cooper (1972), Levy (1980), Friend, westerfield, and Granito

(1978), and Morin (1980).

10 See, for example, Roll and Ross (1993), and chan and Lakonishok (1993).
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returns. Intuitively, if the stock market index surges forward but an individual

company stock price remains unchanged due to lack of trading, the estimated

beta is imparted a downward bias. The stock is unable to catch up to market-

wide movements and appea$ to be a lower beta stock.

Two approaches that consider the impact of thin trading are available, named

after theii founders: the Dimson (1979) adjustment and the Scholes and

Williams (1977) adjustment. The Dimson beta is estimated by running a
multiple OLS regression of stock returns on both the contemporaneous market

return, Ry1, ofld the lagged market return, Ry,-1, and then adding up the two

slope coefficients, B11 and B12:

Rit : di -t FnRm, * BpRpl-1 * ei1 (3-6)

F : Fu * PP G-1)

In the Scholes and Williams approach, three separate OLS regressions are

run between the stock returns and contemporaneous market return, Rr,, the

lagged market return, Ry1-1, &trd the lead market return, Rr,*r, respectively.

The corrected beta is obtained by adding up the three separate slope coefficients

and dividing it by (1 + 2p) where p is the autocorrelation coefficient of the

market retums over the time period:

Rir :

Rit :

Rit :

B:

ai * FnRyTI e1

ai I FB R1a1-1 * en

ai * Fn Rp7-1 * ei1

Fn + PB-r Fp
(1 + 2p)

(3-8)

(3-e)

(3-10)

(3-1 1)

Absence of Market Data. There are situations where beta cannot be

computed. For example, the utility's stock is not publicly traded, as in the

case of wholly owned subsidiaries of holding companies, or no market data

are available. Several alternate measures of beta risk based on company

fundamentals and accounting data can be used in such situations' The next

section elaborates on the use of company fundamental data for risk estimation.

3.3 Risk and Company Fundamentals

Earnings Beta

One attempt to circumvent the absence of market data problem is to compute

an "earnings beta." Since beta is a measure of the interrelationship between

the returns of an individual company and those of the overall market, and since

such interrelationship is to a large extent deterrnined by the interrelationship of
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Chapter 3: Risk Estimation in Practice
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a company's eamings and corporate eamings in the overall economy, an
"earnings beta" can be computed. A time series of a company's, subsidiary's,
or division's quarterly earnings can be regressed on the corresponding index
of aggregate quarterly corporate eamings published by the commerce Depart-
ment over the last five or ten years, and the slope coefficient from such a
relationship is the "earnings beta." since stock prices respond to earnings,
the earnings beta and the usual stock beta should be highly correlated. The
eamings beta'is basically a measure of earnings cyclicality, that is, a measure
of the extent to which fluctuations in a company's earnings mirror the fluctua-
tions in aggregate earnings of all firms, and is well-corelated with market
beta. A similar measure of covariability risk can be constructed using account-
ing retums (ROEs) instead of eamings.

one could certainly estimate the beta of a company division by assuming that
the unobservable beta of the division is highly correlated with the slope
coefficient from a regression of changes in divisional earnings on changes in
total u.S. corporate profits. Growth in earnings per share and growth in after-
tax cash flow per share are likely to be related to market return as well, and
could be used instead of divisional earnings.

EXAMPLE 3.1

Let us say that based on a larlge sample of publicly traded companies,
the stock market beta is statistically related to the earnings per share
(EPS) beta as follows:

Stock Market Beta : 0.56 + 0.25 EpS Beta

If the eamings beta of a utility subsidiary is 0.90 based on a historical
correlation of its earnings with the aggregate earnings on the Standard
& Poor's 500 Index over the past 10 years, then its stock market beta
is given by:

Stock Market Beta : 0.56 + 0.2S x 0.90 : 0.79

Pure-Play Beta

Another approach to develop a beta for a non-publicly traded firm is the
"pure-play" beta. This method attempts to identify firms with publicly traded
securities whose operations are as similar as possible to the division or subsid-
iary in question. once a sample of pure-play firms is identified, the average
beta of the sample is used as a surrogate for the non-traded company's beta.
Methods of specifying risk-comparable groups of companies are discussed in
chapter 14. The issue of determining the cost of capital for non-publicly
traded subsidiaries is discussed fufiher in Chapters 7 and.14.
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tu*" nosiness risk, they may have different capital

structures. observed betas reflect both business risk and financial risk' Hence,

when a group of companies is considered comparable in every 
-way 

except

for financial structureitheir betas are not directly comparable. Fortunately,

there is a technique for adjusting betas for capital structure differences based

on CAPM theory. This technique is discussed and illustrated in Chapter 7,

devoted to divisional cost of capital issues'

Accounting Beta

Given that accounting data capture the same events and information that

influence market prices, and given that accounting data constitute an important

source of information to inveitors in setting security prices, it stands to reason

that accounting variables and market risk are related. Beaver, Kettler, and

Scholes (1970) were among the filst to examine the relationship between

accounting measures of risk and beta. They examined the statistical relationship

between beta and seven "financial statement" variables: dividend payout'

asset growth, leverage,liquidity, asset size, earnings variability' and eamings

beta. Their results were consistlnt with what one would expect from financial

theory.Large,highlyliquidfirmswithhighdividendpayout'lowgrowthrates'
low llverag", unl stabfu eamings streams have lower risks, and conversely'

The effects of company fundamentals on betas are estimated by relating beta

to several fundamental variables using multiple regression techniques' An

equation of the following form is typically estimated:

IJ : ao * atXt * zzXz * asXs+ "' + anxn + e (3-12)

where each X variable is one of the variables assumed to influence beta, and

epsilon (e) is the residual error term. The estimated historical relationship

between accounting variables and beta can then be used to forecast the beta

of a company. Foliowing the pioneering Beaver, Kettler, and Scholes study,

several studies summarized in Myers (1977) attempted to identify the account-

ing variables that are highly correlated with beta. These studies found that

foir accounting variables contribute most significantly to betas:

1. Earnings cyclicality: beta depends on the interrelationship between

swingsln thl firm's earnings and swings in earnings in the economy gen-

erally.

2. Eamings variability: beta is sffongly lelated to the volatility of earnings'

3. Financial Leverage: beta is highly related to financial risk.

4. Growth: beta is positively related to growth, given the traditional associ-

ation between rapid growth and high business risk'
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The advantage of the accounting beta is that it responds more quickly to a
change in a company's fundamentals compared to market beta. However, the
weakness of the methodology is that the accounting betas are computed under
the assumption that all companies respond in a similar manner to a change
in fundamentals, that is, the regression coefficients in Equation 3-12 ne
equally applicable to all companies. Example 3-2 conveys the main idea of
the approach, which is to relate beta to an appropriate set of fundamental
accounting variables.

Accounting-based approaches are useful tools to estimate the risks of a com-
pany for which no market data exist. An excellent example of using accounting
data to infer the beta of companies without traded stock is contained in Pogue
(1979). To infer the beta of unlisted oil pipeline companies, Pogue estimated
the standard deviation in book rates of return for oil pipelines and for 18

reference indusfies for which market data were available. A beta prediction
equation was developed from the 18 benchmark industry betas by relating
the standard deviations ofbook returns for the 18 industries to their respective
betas using simple linear regression. By inserting the standard deviations for
oil pipelines into the fitted beta estimation equation, he obtained beta estimates
of oil pipelines. Pogue was careful in accounting for different debt ratios
among the reference companies by working with unlevered betas.1l Using the
derived betas, Pogue estimated the cost of equity capital for the oil pipelines
with the Capital Asset Pricing Model.

Fundamental Beta

The fundamental beta, pioneered by Barr Rosenberg,l2 combines the techniques
of historical betas and accounting betas into one system and is more accurate
in predicting future beta than either historically derived estimates or account-
ing-based estimates alone.

Fundamental betas are developed through "relative response coefficients,"
defined as the ratio of the expected response of a security to the expected
response of the market if both the security and the market are affected by the
same event, for example, inflation or changes in energy costs. Those securities
that react to an economic event in the same manner as the market will have
high response coefficients, and vice-versa. The security's fundamental beta

11 See Chapters 7 and 14 for the technique and examples for purging the estimated
beta of its financial risk component. The resulting unlevered beta can then be
relevered by applying the desired capital structure.

12 For an analytical description of fundamental betas, see Rosenberg and McKibben
(1973), and Rosenberg and Guy (1976). Elton, Gruber, Brown, and Goetzman
(2003) provide a summaryof fundamental betas.
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is determined by the relative response of security returns to economic events -
and by the relative contributions of various types of economic events to market
variance. The fundamental beta of a security is the weighted average of its
relative response coefficients, each weighted by the proportion oftotal variance
in market returns due to that specific event. To compute fundamental beta,
it is necessary to consider the sources of economic events, to project the
reaction of the security to such moves, and to assign probabilities to the
likelihood of each possible type of economic event.

To forecast fundamental betas, Rosenberg uses a multiple regression equation
similar to Equation 3-l2,but with considerably more variables. A vast array
of variables on market variability, earnings variability, financial risk, size,
growth, and a multitude of company and industry characteristics is used to
capture differences between the betas of various companies and industries.
Fundamental betas, which are commercially available from the firm of
BARRA, are of the form:

F : ao + a1Factor, + arFactor, + a.Factor. + ... etc. (3-13)

The weightings are based on historical estimates. The advantage of the
approach is that it uses fundamental company data that are related to risk.
The disadvantage is that the final regression equation 3-13 is arbitrary.

Rather than rely on historical measures, a model linking beta to its fundamental
economic deterrninants can be derived and employed to quantify the impact
of risk factors on beta and therefore on cost of capital. The beta risk measure
is mainly a function of volatility and growth. Cyclical and high growth compa-
nies have high betas, while more stable and moderate growth companies
typically experience lower betas. As a company moves through the various
stages of the product life-cycle, its beta changes accordingly. For example, as
growth decelerates and a company exhausts its investment opportunities, high-
beta companies see their betas decline toward one. As a matter of fact, this
is one of the reasons for the preferred use of adjusted betas rather than raw betas.

Chapter 7 fully discusses this approach, where it is shown that utilities are
exposed to a number of significant risks that are likely to have an impact on
their beta and, hence, on their cost of equity capital. Formally, these risks
can be conveniently catalogued under the following headings:

Beta : Demand Risk x Operating Leverage x Financial Leverage

1. Demand risk: unanticipated variability in demand and prices, caused by
macroeconomic conditions, regulation, competition, and supply imbalances.

2. Cost risk: unanticipated variability in operating and financing costs
caused by macroeconomic conditions, regulation, competition, and tech-
nological change.
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3. Leverage: the extent to which these demand and cost uncertainties
are magnified by the operating cost and financial cost structures of
the company.

EXAMPLE 3.2

A predicted value for a regulated utility's beta is developed based upon
a detailed analysis of a predictive model that takes into account a
number of market and accounting variables. The specifics of this "back
to the future" approach are as follows:r3

First, the 5-year betas of each sample firm over the 2002-2006 "future
period" are calculated. Second, the relationship between these betas and

a set of accounting variables calculated using data from the 1997 -2001
period is estimated by multiple regression techniques, as in Equation 3-
12. Third, the estimated relationship and the corresponding accounting
variables for the utility calculated using data for the 2002-2006 period
are used to predict the company's beta for the future.

Based on the empirical finance literature cited above, the accounting
variables selected as having an impact on the firm's future beta are:

eamings beta X1, growth in total assets X2, book value to market price
Xr, debt ratio &, historical beta X5, historical standard deviation X6,

variation in cash flow Xr, and current dividend yield X3, and a dummy
variable Xe for dividend cuts in the previous 5 years. The estimated

relationship between future betas in the 2002-2006 period and the

accounting variables over the 1997-2001 period is:

Future Beta : a326 - 0.015(Xl) + 0.357(Xr)

+ 0.125(&) - 0.329(X4) + 0.334(X5)

+ 3.69(X6) + 0.04(X?) + 0.201(X8)

lnserting the following curent values of the accounting variables for
the company in the above equation:

Xr : 0.57980 X2 : A.08771 Xg : 1 .21700

Xa : 0.3657 Xs : 0.4632 Xo : 0.02509

Xz : 0.18050 Xs : 0.09394 Xs : 0

The predicted future beta for that company is 0.65.

13 The data in this example are purely illustrative.
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reinvest and there is no price risk if the bond is held to maturity. Holding a

zero coupon bond eliminates reinvestment risk and interest rate risk as well
if held to maturity. In the case of coupon bonds, this simple strategy has to
be refined. It is still true that price risk is avoided if the bonds are held to
maturity, but there remains reinvestment-rate risk since the coupons need to
be reinvested at some unknown rate. Immunization is achieved by purchasing a
coupon bond whose weighted maturity ("duation") is equal to the investment
horizon. This works regardless of interest rate movements. If rates decrease,

the investor is forced to reinvest coupons at a lower rate but also makes a

capital gain on the sale of the bonds at the end of the investment horizon. If
rates increase, the capital loss on the sale at the horizon date is offset by the
extra cash flow generated from investing the coupon payments at the new
higher rate.

In short, institutional bondholders neutralize the impact of interest rate changes

by matching the maturity of a bond portfolio with the investment planning
period, or by engaging in hedging transactions in the financial futures markets.

The merits and mechanics of such immunization strategies are well-docu-
mented by academicians and practitioners.

While the spot yield on long-term Treasury bonds provides a reasonable proxy
for the risk-free rate, the CAPM specifically requires the expected spot yield.
Market forecasts of rates on Treasury bonds are available in the form of
interest rate futures contract yields, and can be employed as proxies for the

expected yields on Treasury securities. Appendix 5-B discusses the use of
interest rate forecasts as proxies for the risk-free rate.

5.5 CAPM Application: Beta Estimate

In Chapter 3, it was shown that beta is a useful, simple, objective measure

of risk when used to gauge the relative risks of securities. The relative risk
ranking of securities is somewhat immune to the beta estimation method. The
situation is different when the objective of estimating beta is to obtain an

absolute estimate of the cost of equity for an individual security. In this case,

the reliability of the beta estimation technique has a direct effect on the

confidence in the CAPM estimate of equity cost.

bonds with interim cash flows over the investment horizon, the total return is no
longer a sure thing. Changing interest rates can cause the reinvested value of these

interim payments to change. In the case of a zero-coupon bond, this problem can

be avoided entirely, as no interim cash flows have to be reinvested, and the total
retum from holding a zero-coupon bond is a sure thhg assuming the U.S. government
makes the principal payment at maturify.
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A useful starting point is the utility's historical beta available from sev€ral
commercial sources8 such as Value Line, Bloomberg, Morrringstar, BARRA,
and Menill Lynch.e Published betas from these sources have the advantage
of already being adjusted for their natural tendencies to reveft to 1.00. Recall
from Chapter 3 that only adjusted betas are appropriate, not raw betas. Ifthe
utility's past market risk seems likely to continue, based on an examination
of company fundamentals, historical beta calculations can be used to estimate
the cost of equity. In the case of a non-publicly traded regulated entity, Chapter
7 will offer several techniques designed to estimate the beta of separate

divisions and regulated operating subsidiaries.

Historically estimated betas for individual securities are frequently unstable
and sensitive to the estimation technique. The CAPM was initially developed
in the context of portfolio theory and was aimed at porlfolio management
practices, and not at utility cost of equity estimation. When portfolios of
securities are considered, the statistical estimation enors for each individual
security's beta cancel out, so that historically estimated betas for portfolios
are reliable and constitute reliable predictors of the portfolio's future beta.

But when using the CAPM to estimate a utility's cost of capital, only one
security is considered, accentuating the statistical estimation problem. One
remedy is to rely on an industry beta instead of a one-security sample, or on
the average beta for a portfolio of comparable risk securities.

The perils and biases of relying on historical beta as a proxy for the true
fundamental future beta were discussed in Chapter 3, and several remedies
were offered. Since betas change over time as both company fundamentals and
capital structures change, examination of possible future changes in company
fundamentals can reveal the future likely trend and value of beta. Clues to
such changes can be obtained by studying the behavior of key accounting
variables, such as payout ratios, capital structure ratios, and eamings stability
trends. Comparison of historical betas with "fundamental betas" and
"accounting betas" can reveal changes in the utility's risk fundamentals.

Recall from Appendix 3-A of Chapter 3 that if listed call options are traded
on the utility's stock, a time series of the standard deviation implied in daily

8 Using a software package that performs statistical regression, betas can be estimated
by examining the past variability of the utiliry's stock in relation to the market.

e Some analysts manufacture their own beta estimates by running statistical regres-
sions between historical stock returns and market retums. This procedure is suspect.
A rational investor is much more likely to rely on widely disseminated commercially-
available beta estimates in making investment decisions such as those provided by
Value Line and Bloomberg rather than rely on homemade orrelatively unknown esti-
mates.
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FIGURE 5.4
CAPM ESTIMATES WITH DIFFERENT BETA ESTIMATES
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call option premiums can reveal on a timely basis whether investor risk

perceptions are changing and whether beta is changing in some predictable

manner.

The final CAPM estimate of equity cost can be sensitized over a range of
beta estimates to produce a range of.estimates of the cost of equity. A 95Vo

confidence interval, based on the standard error of estimate, alound the best

estimate of the beta coefficient, can be derived. For example, for a risk-free

rate of 5Vo and a market return of l2flo, the CAPM estimate of equity cost

for a utility with a beta of 0.75 is l0.3vo; if the standard error of estimate of
beta is 0.10, beta estimates range from 0.65 to 0'85, with a coffesponding

range of equity cost of 9.6Vo to ll.07o. This is shown in Figure 5-4.

5.6 CAPM Application: Market Risk
Premium

The last required input to the CAPM is the expected market risk premium

retum (R, - Rr), which is the difference between the market return and the

risk-free rate. There are essentially two methods of estimating the market risk

premium: historical and prospective.

Historical Market Risk Premium

The principal approaCh to assessing the expected market risk premium
("MIU>"; in the finance literature has been to examine the historical data of
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Appendix 8-G
The Cost of EquitY and the Allowed
Return on Book EquitY

This appendix derives an equation that transforms the investor's required

return on equity into the firm's allowed return on book equity. From Equation

K in Appendix 8-B:

o- D'
' -K-br-sv

but D1 : Er(1 - b) and E1 : fBs' where Er : Eamings per share expected

next year, B : current book value of equity, and b : earnings retention

ratio. Substituting and dividing both sides by B:

ola- (-b)r
're- K-br-sv

P/B(K- bn - P/Bsv: (1 - b\r

but v : (1 - B/P); substituting and rearranging:

P/B(K- bl - P/Bsv: (t - b'1r

P/B(K-br-s)+s:(1 -b)r

Defining G as the growth rate in total book equity, then G : br * s by

definition, so substituting for G in the previous equation:

P/B(K - G) + s: (1 - b)r: r - br

solving for r:

r:br+PIB(K-G)+s
t:G+P/B(K-G)

Ghapter 9
Discounted Gash Flow Application

The purpose of the DCF model is to estimate the opportunity cost of sharehold-

ers, or cost of equity capital. From the standard DCF model, the cost of equity
is the sum of the expected dividend yield, D1/Ps and the expected growth, g.

It would be a relatively simple matter to calculate a company's cost of
equity capital if investor expectations were readily observable. Projections of
dividends and growth for that company would be looked up, its stock price
observed, plugged into the DCF equation, and the cost of equity calculated,
based on this one-firm sample. Reality is not so convenient, however, and

the purpose of this chapter is to analyze the practical problems involved in
applying the DCF model, describe the difficulties encountered, and offer
potential tools and solutions to circumvent those difficulties.

Section 9.1 briefly describes readily available online sources of investment
information useful in the implementation of the DCF approach. In Section
9.2, the issues of the appropriate dividend yield and stock price to employ
are discussed. In Sections 9.3 through 9.5, methods of estimating expected
growth are outlined, including historical growth, analysts' forecasts, and sus-

tainable growth. Chapters 10 and 11 discuss two additional issues: the flotation
cost allowance and alternate functional versions of the DCF model. Chapter
14 stresses the need to broaden the sample to include other investment alterna-

tives, and discusses the design of comparable risk groups of companies through
the use of risk filters.

9.1 Data Sources
Several techniques described in this and subsequent chapters rely on the
availability of historical and forecast information. The most widely used and

comprehensive data bases in the determination of the cost of capital are briefly
reviewed in this section.l A wealth of investment information is available in
the publications of major investment advisory services, including the Value
Line Investment Survey, Moody's Investor Services Inc., Standard & Poor's
Corporation, Yahoo Finance, AUS Utility Reports, and Regulatory Research

Associates, to name some. Yahoo Finance, Value Line Investment Analyzer,
and MSN Investor offer online access to comprehensive financial information.

I A catalogue of sources of investment information and relevant web sites is contained
in most of the best-selling corporate finance and investment college-level textbooks
such as Brealy, Myers, & Allen (2006), Brigham & Ehrhardt (2005), Bodie, Kane,
& Marcus (2005), and Reilly & Brown (2003).
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A comprehensive and abundant flow of bulletins and reports emerges daily,

weekly, and monthly from these services, compiled in reference volumes each

year for various industry groups and individual companies, including public

utilities. Of particulff interest are the on-line data bases, investment reports,

and capital market data offered by the major services to investors. Standald &
Poor's Compustat Services ("PC Plus Research Insight Database")2 provides a

wealth of online historical capital market information. With Research Insight,

access to awidefamily of financial andmarketdatabases is available, including
the Compustat database with more than 20,000 companies, market index
data, economic data, online stock prices, and sector data including the utility
industry. Composite company group data can be extracted from Research

Insight based on various selected financial criteria and a multitude of finan-
cial ratios.

, Value Line is an independent financial advisory service, is not engaged in
the securities brokerage/investment banking business, is relatively inexpensive,

and is easily accessible on-line and/or in business libraries. The Value Line
Investment Survey covers over L,600 stocks in 90 industries, and provides a

reference and current valuation service. Each stock in the list is reviewed in
detail quarterly. Each week a new edition of the Value Line Survey covers

approximately 125 individual companies in 4 to 8 different industries on a
rotating basis. After all 1,600 stocks have been covered in 13 weeks, the cycle

is repeated. A plethora of investment information and historical information
is made available for each of these 1,600 companies, including growth rates,

risk measurements, quality ratings, historical performance data, and financial
ratios. Comprehensive financial statements, pre-calculated financial ratios,

rate ofreturn rates, per share data, measures ofrisk and earnings predictability,
dividends and earnings forecasts, and countless other investment data are

easily accessed. Value Line provides online in real-time and/or on monthly
CDROMs a computerized version of its data base updated monthly under the

"Value Line Investment Analyzer" brand name. An expanded version of the

Value Line data that includes some 7000 stocks is also commercially available.

9.2 Dividend Yield Estimation
According to the standard DCF formulation, the cost of equity is estimated

by the formula:

K:DrlPo+g (q-t)

The measurement of K can be broken down into two components: measurement

of the expected dividend yield, D1 / Pq, and the measurement of expected

2 See www.compustat.com Web site for additional information.

Chapter 9: Discounted Cash Flow Application

growth, g. The next two sections will consider each in turn. This section
focuses on the dividend yield component.

Two major issues are involved in the determination of the dividend yield.
First, the appropriate stock price to employ, and second, the relative merits
of using a spot dividend yield versus an expected dividend yield.

Stock Price

Conceptually, the stock price to employ is the current price of the security
at the time of estimating the cost of equity, rather than some historical high-
low or weighted average stock price over an arbitrary historical time period.
The reason is that the analyst is attempting to determine a utility's cost of
equity in the future, and since current stock prices provide a better indication
of expected future prices than any other price according to the basic tenets
of the Efficient Market Hypothesis,3 the most relevant stock price is the
most recent one. In other words, current stock prices reflect the most recent
information. Use of any other price violates market efficiency.

Market Efficiency
The purpose of the equity market is to allow risk bearing in the economy in
an efficient manner. An efficient market is one in which, at any time, security
prices fully reflect all the relevant information available at that time. An
efficient market implies that prices adjust instantaneously to the arrival of
new information, and that therefore prices reflect the intrinsic fundamental
economic value of a security. The market is efficient with respect to a given
set of information if there is no way for investors to use that information set

to select stocks and reap abnormal risk-adjusted returns. A considerable body
of empirical evidence indicates that U.S. capital markets are efficient with
respect to a broad set of information, including historical and publicly available
information.a

The efficiency of the stock market has several implications. First, it indicates
that observed prices at any time represent the true fundamental equilibrium
value of a security, and that a cost of capital estimate should be based on
current prices rather than on an average of past prices. Conceptually, there

3 The Efficient Market Hypothesis, pioneered by Fama (1970), is the cornerstone of
modern investment theory, and is described in most college-level investment text-
books. For an excellent treatment, see Reilly and Brown (2003), Bodie, Kane, and
Marcus (2005), Brigham and Ehrhardt (2005), and Brealey, Myers, and Allen (2006).

a An excellent surnmary of the empirical evidence can be found in Reilly and Brown
(2003). Some well-documented market inefficiencies remain, such as the size effect,
the January effect, and market-to=book anomalies.
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is no validity to smoothing stock price series over some past historical period.

Themeasurement of Krests onthe assumption thatautility's stockis accurately
priced relative to other equivalent-risk investments. The Efficient Market
Hypothesis validates that assumption. Second, the assumption of perfect mar-
kets that is embodied in DCF valuation models is validated by the existence

of efficient markets. And thfud, under ideal circumstances, market efficiency
suggests that the estimated K reflects returns in investments of similar risks,

since observed stock prices reflect information about possible altemative

investments with different risks and returns.

There is yet another justification for using current stock prices. In measuring

K as the sum of dividend yield and growth, the period used in measuring the

dividend yield component must be consistent with the estimate of growth that

is paired with it. Since the current stock price Ps is caused by the growth
foreseen by investors at the present time and not at any other time, it is clear

that the use of spot prices is preferable.

A frequent objection to the use of current stock prices is that they may reflect
abnormal conditions, making it more useful to use average prices over a

period of time for purposes of estimating the cost of capital. Average stock
prices are appropriate during volatile market periods, when stock prices experi-
ence large random fluctuations. Visual inspection of a chart of daily closing
prices over the last few weeks should reveal whether the current stock price

is representative or is an outlier. ff the current stock price is not an outlier,
the use of the current stock price is corroborated. If the current stock price

is indeed an outlier, there is some justification for averaging over several

frading days to smooth out market aberrations, as would be the case after a
stock goes ex-dividend or after a large block sale of stock held by a financial
institution, for example. But the longer the past period over which stock prices

are averaged, the more severe the violation of market efficiency. A stock
price dating back to the previous year, as some analysts advocate, reflects
stale information and is not representative of current market conditions.

An analogy with interest rates will clarify this point. If, for example, interest
rates have climbed from 57o to 7Vo over the past 6 months, it would be

incorrect to state that the current interest rate is in the range of 5Vo to 7Vo

just because this is the interest rate range for the past 6 months. Analogously,
it is incorrect to state that the cost of equity, which also has risen along with
interest rates, is in some given 6-month range. Just as the current interest rate

is'7Vo, the cost of equity is currently that which is obtained from the standard

DCF using current spot prices.

To guard against the possibility that the current stock price reflects abnormal
conditions or constitutes a temporary aberration, while at the same time

retaining the spirit of market efficiency, averaging stock prices over several

recent trading days is a reasonable compromise. When estimating a current
or near-term cost of equity, averaging stock prices over a short period is
appropriate. The average closing stock price calculated over the most recent
10 trading days period at the time of estimating the cost of equity is a reasonable
procedure. A similar average computed over a one-month period rather than
a 10-day period would not be unreasonable. Averaging the high and low stock
prices for the most recent month is also a reasonable procedure. Closing stock
prices can be obtained online from the Yahoo Finance Web site.

In the special case of certain utility stocks traded over the counter, an estimate
of current price may be obtained by averaging the most recent bid and ask
prices. If the stock is thinly traded, there is some justification for averaging
over several trading days, at the expense of market efficiency. It should be
pointed out that averaging stock prices in periods when stock prices are rising
will understate the stock price and overstate the current cost of common
equity, and conversely.

One compromise approach that eliminates the bias caused by averaging stock
prices and yet is consistent with market efficiency principles is the random-
walk model. Under this statistical approach, the correct price is the current
observable price. The variability of stock price, as measured by the standard
deviation of the residuals from the model, measures the stability of the stock
price. The random-walk model takes the following form:

P1 :P,-1 +e (9-2)

Where: Pt : stock price in period t
Pt-r : stock price in period f- 1

I : forecast error

In words, the random-walk model asserts that the best forecast of today's
stock price is yesterday's stock price, along with some forecasting error, and
not some combination of previous stockprices. In practice, the analyst observes
the current stock price, along with its volatility over the past year, as measured
by the standard deviation. The standard deviation around the current stock
price provides a 957o confidence interval. For example, if the current stock
price is $50 and the standard deviation measured over the last year is $3.00,
the random-walk model would employ a stock price ranging.from $47 to $53.

Dividend Yield

The DCF model, and the discipline of finance in general, is forward-looking
in nature and based on expected future cash flows. Therefore, the appropriate
dividend to use in a DCF model is the prospective dividend rather than the
current dividend because an investor expects it to grow over the next year.
In implementing the standard DCF model, it is ttre dividend that an investor
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who purchases the stock today expects a company to pay during the next L2

months that should be used, and not the dividend that was paid last year.

DCF theory states very clearly that the expected rate of return on a stock is
equal to the expected dividend for the next period divided by the current
stock price, plus the expected growth rate. The dividend for the next period
is just equal to the current dividend times the growth rate, that is:

Dt : Do(1 + g) (9-3)

If dividends are paid once a year and increased each year in response to the

growth in earnings, as is assumed in the standard DCF model, then the

appropriate adjustment is to multiply the spot dividend yield, De/Pe by (1 + g).

The spot dividend yield is obtained by dividing the dividends paid over the
year ending on the purchase date by the stock price on that date.

ff the spot dividend yield is used instead of the expected dividend yield, it
creates a downward bias in the dividend yield component, and underestimates

the cost of equity. For example, for a spot dividend yield of 57o and a growth
rate of 5Vo, the cost of equity equals 107o unadjusted for the expected dividend
yield. The correct dividend yield to employ is 5.00%o(l + 0.05) : 5.25Vo,

yielding a cost of equity of 10.257o instead of 10.00Vo.

Comprehensive dividend information for stocks is available from the Value
Line, Yahoo Finance, and MSN Investor Web sites, and from the Wall
Street Journal.

One of the assumptions of the standard DCF model is that dividend payments
are made at the end of each year, whereas, in fact, most utilities pay dividends
on a quarterly basis.5 Chapter 11 provides a full discussion, derivation, and

implementation of the quarterly DCF model in regulatory hearings. Clearly,
quarterly dividends are preferred by investors rather than a lump sum payment
at the end of the year that is equal to the sum of the quarterly payments. This
is due to the time value of money. The quarterly dividends, when reinvested
until the end of the year, are worth more to the investor. As will be discussed

at length in Chapter 11, the exact nature of the adjustment to the dividend
yield becomes more complex and exceeds (1 + g) if the quarterly timing of
dividends and the interval between dividend payments are recognized.

Finally, if the conventional method of flotation cost adjustment is used by
the regulator as discussed in the following chapter, the expected dividend

5 D1 can be interpreted as either the dividends parLd during the next period or as the

dividend rate at the end of the next period. Although the former is more within the

spirit of the DCF model, in practicg the two interpretations differ by a very small
arnount so that the issue is not problematic.

9: Discounted Cash Flow Application

yield must be adjusted for the flotation cost allowance by dividing it by (1

- f), where f is the flotation cost factor.6

K:4lPoF-D+g (e-4)

9,3 Growth Estimates: Historical Growth
The principal difficulty in calculating the required return by the DCF approach
is in ascertaining the growth rate that investors are currently expecting. While
there is no infallible method for assessing what the growth rate is precisely,
an explicit assumption about its magnitude cannot be avoided. Estimating the
growth component is the most difficult and controversial step in implementing
DCF since it is a quantity that lies buried in the minds of investors. Three
general approaches to estimating expected growth can be used, each with its
own strengths and blemishes:

1. historical growth rates

2. analysts'forecasts

3. sustainable growth rates

This section describes the historical growth approach while the next two
sections address the other two approaches.

Historical growth rates in dividends, earnings, and book value are often used

as proxies for investor expectations in DCF analysis. Investors are certainly
influenced to some extent by historical growth rates in formulating their future
growth expectations. In addition, these historical indicators are widely used

by analysts, investors, and expert witnesses in regulatory proceedings, at least

as a starting point in their company analyses. Professional certified financial
analysts are also well-versed in the use of historical growth indicators. To
wit, the calculation of historical growth rates is normally one of the first steps

in security analysis. Historical indicators are also used extensively in scholarly
research. There exists a vast literature in empirical finance designed to evaluate

the use of historical financial information as suffogates for expected values.
This literature is discussed in the next section.

When using historical growth rates in a regulatory environment, a convenient
starting point is to focus on the utility in question, and to assume that its
growth profile is relatively stable and predictable. Under circumstances of
stability, it is reasonable to examine past growth trends in earnings, dividends,

6 The conceptual and empirical support for the flotation cost adjustment is fully
discussed in Chapter 10.
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and book values as proxies for investor expectations. The fundamental assump-

tion is made that investors arrive at their expected growth forecast by simply

extrapolating past history. In other words, historical growth rates influence

investor anticipations of long-run growth rates.

In using historical growth rates, three decisions must be made: (1) which

historical data series is most relevant; (2) over what past period; and (3) which

computational method is most appropriate.

Historical Series

DCF proponents have variously based their historical computations on earnings

per share, dividends per share, and book value per share. Ofthe three possible

growth rate measures, growth in dividends per share is likely to be preferable,

at least conceptually. DCF theory states clearly that it is expected future cash

flows in the form of dividends that constitute investment value.

However, since the ability to pay dividends stems from a company's ability
to generate earnings, growth in earnings per share can be expected to strongly

influence the market's dividend growth expectations. After all, dividend
growth can only be sustained if there is growth in earnings. It is the expectation

of earnings growth that is the principal driver of stock prices. On the down
side, using eamings growth as a surrogate for expected dividend growth can

be problematic since historical earnings per share are frequently more volatile
than dividends per share. Past growth rates of earnings per share tend to be

very volatile and can sometimes lead to unreasonable results, such as negative
growth rates. For example, in the 1990s and early 2000s, electric and gas

company earnings growth rates were unstable and volatile, and such growth
rates could not reasonably be expected to continue. Historically based DCF

estimates of the cost of equity were downward-biased by the anemic historical
growth rates of earnings and dividends in those years of major restructuring

efforts, writeoffs, mergers and acquisitions, and shrinking profitability in the

passage from a regulated monopoly to a competitive industry.

The relative stability of eamings and dividends is displayed in Figure 9-1 for
The Southern Company. Under normal circumstances, dividend growth rates

are not nearly as affected by year-to-year inconsistencies in accounting proce-

dures as are earnings growth rates, and they are not as likely to be distorted

by an unusually poor orbad year. Dividend growth is more stable than earnings

growth because dividends reflect normalized long-term earnings rather than

ffansitory earnings, because investors value stable dividends, and because

companies are reluctant to cut dividends because of the information effect of

dividend payments.

One drawback of using dividends rather than earnings, however, is the discre-
tionary aspect of dividends. Frequently, dividend increases are made in dis-
crete, sometimes large steps, at management's discretion, and historical
dividend growth may notbe an adequate surrogate of average expected growth
over some future time period. Historical growth rates derived over specific
periods can be biased by short-run changes in the dividend payout of a firm
or through abnormal earnings that are unsustainable. A change in dividend
policy would create growth in dividends that is more fictitious than real. If
no change in long-run payout policy is anticipated, the expected average
growth in dividends will equal the expected average growth in earnings.

Sustainable Versus Unsustainable Historical Growth
Past growth rates in earnings/dividends may be misleading if the past growth
rates reflect an increase or a decrease in earned ROEs that is unsustainable
or cannot be reasonably expected to continue in the distant future.

If historical ROEs have not been constant over the past 5 years, the mechanical
extrapolation of historical earnings/dividends growth implies that a similar
pattern is expected to prevail over the next 5 years. In such a case, historical
growth would not be an adequate proxy for expected growth to the extent
that the trend in past ROEs is unsustainable or is not expected to continue
by investors. Under such circumstances, caution must be exercised in extrapo-
lating past trends into the distant future. A more prudent procedure is to rely
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determinant of eamings for utilities in orieinal cost jurisdictions because

allowed eamings *" i"t"""ined by regulatJw "o*mitsions 
on the basis of

the level of book u""tt'-gu*lng' p"' strare is ttre product o{ Tol value per

shareandrateof'"*onboo'kequity'sohistoricalgrowthinbookvalue
per share may provide'un inai"uti* of tf'" gtowth in earnips 

'that 
would

have occurred it past rates of return nua 
'"m"d""d 

constant' Past growth in

book value per share is an adequate proxy for future growth only if two

crucial assumptions ;;";;'t'ot"u"'' ni"i tttut investors expect no change

in earnings p", 
't'u'" 

u'i'i"g f'om changes in future book rate of return on

equitv. Second, 
'f't' "tit"lto-book 

rati'os have remained stable' The latter

assumption is vital, because book value may increase or decrease based on

issuances of common stock at a premiurn tr discount from existing book

value. Growth from itti' -"tt"" alone is tu'g& unsustainable' An analysis of

the historicat "tutiontftip 
Lti*""n p"'-'h'"" "uming'' 

book value' dividends'

and the stability of eamed rerurns on bookequity ind marketLo-book ratios

shouldprovideuuluubl"insightsinassessingihe-m"'itsoflookingathistory

"tl ""iio ProxY for the future'7

Other historical series sometimes used by-analysts as proxies'for future divi-

dend growth *" r"n"no""",, u.r"ir,unonetplant. too tnutty explicit assumptions

arerequiredtolinktt,"g.*tr'ofthese.serieswithdividendgrowth.Reliance
on such proxies i';;;;;';s and unlikely to provide insights into future

dividend growth. so*" o:nurv*$ average toeltherthe growth rate in customefs'

revenues, earnings, ;j;id#-' and book va"lue' This procedure is highly ques-

tionable because ""tt;t;td*At ""4 
earnings are of interest' One might want

to conduct a regression analysis to determ# how growth in-customers' sales'

orbookvalueinfluencegrowthin"uming'unddividends'butotherwisethe

on analysts, growth forecasts that capture historical trends, the sustainability

of suchtrendi, and expected industry circumstances'

IfanincreaseinRoEsisexpectedbyinvestors,theexpectedrateofgrowth
ineamingswillexceedtheexpectedrateofgrowthinbookvalue.Theconverse
isalsotrue.ExpectedchangesinRoEwouldresultintheexpectedrateof
growth in earnings peruharJbeing different from the expected rate of growth

in book value Per share'

The standard DCF model is based on the assumption that dividends per share

6leSl and earnings per share (Ef,S)-y expected to grow at some constant

rateintoperpetuity'ThestandardDCFmodelwouldbeincorrectlyspecified
whentheinvestors,expectedintermediatetermEPSgrowthratediffersfrom
thelong.termsustainableEPSgrowthrate.Whenunevengrowthisexpected,
itisinappropriatetouseonlythelong-termsustainableEPSgrowthratein
the standard ,ingt"-g;*th 

'ut" 
mod"iund a two-growth rate DCF model is

requiredtocorrectlyidentifytheentireexpectedstream-offuturedividends
reflected in the observed stock price. This was discussed in chapter 8'

Year.to-yearchangesinearningsanddividendscanalsobeundulyinfluenced
by changes in earned retums *dlot changes in the dividend payout ratio'

fu., grol*,n rates in earnings and dividends may be misleading if the past

growthratesreflectanincreaseoradecleaseinpayoutratiosthatareunsustain-
ableorcannotbereasonablyexpectedtocontinueinthefutureforever.

If historical dividend payout ratios have been enatic over the past 5 years'

theextrapolationoftristoricatearningsanddividendsgrowthimpliesthata
similar pattem is expected to prevaii over the next 5 years' In such a case'

historicalgrowthisnotanadequateproxyforexpectedgrowthtotheextent
that the trend in past payout iatios-is unsustainable or is not expected to

continue by investors. i. 
'tut"O 

previously' a more prudgnt procedure is to

relyonanalysts'growthforecaststhattakesuchfactorsintoaccount.

Ifthepayoutratioisexpectedtochange,theintermediategrowthratein
dividends is not equal to the long-term growth rate, because dividend/earnings

growth must adjust to the changing payout ratio' The implementation of a

two_growth DCF moJel is requiied whenever assuming changing ROEs and/

or payout ratios. For further discussion of the two-growth DCF model' refer

to Section 8.6 of ChaPter 8'

Historical Growth of Book Value Per Share

Historical growth in book value per share may be a useful proxy for future

dividend growth under certain limited circumstances. Book value per share

tends to be less volatile than eamings per share or dividends per share' While

book value is largely irelevant fo, u*"go||1"d companies, it is a principal

procedure is unjustified'

Time Period

onceanappropriatehistoricalserieshasbeenselected,theperiodoverwhich
rhe growth is ro be ,";;; must be determined. The period must be long

enough to avoid *O* Ji"o"ions by *f'ort-i"rm influences and by abnormal

years, and short enough to encompT:, "*"nt 
and foreseeable conditions

relevantforinvestors,assessmentsofthefuture.Dividendgrowthoverthe
past year is hardly representative of a trend' Similarly' it is meaningless to

measure growrh U"i,i;"" il;;'ffi; when the dividend pavout ratio was

7 Changes in
consistency
accounting
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60Vo andearned retums on book equity wete 1'0Vo if investors' based on

existing trendr, 
"^p""t 

th" future payou ttobe  TVoand future returns to be 137o'

The computation of historical growth rates requires a time p?ri:d that is long

enough to be statistica[y varii and short enough to be topical and current'

Five- and ten-year perioi' have been adopted by several investment advisory

servicesinreporting.u"t'tti'to'l"algrowthratesaswellastheforecastsof
such growth rates' A 5-year or lO-year measurement period is the accepted

compromise in finance liierature andthe securities industry' Five-yearhorizons

are routinely "-prov"Jov 
iinancial analysts. Under normal circumstances of

stability, an average;;it" 5-year and iO-year growth.rates is a reasonable

compromise uetwe"nit e conflicting requirements of being representative and

statisticallY adequate'

ValueLinereportsboth5-and10-yearhistoricalgrowthinearnings,dividends,
bookvalue,cashflow,andrevenues'Inaddition'manylong-termanalysts'
forecasts are reported iot 5-y"* periods' such as those reported on the Zacks'

Yahoo,FirstCall,reEStrn'titoti.onalBrokers'Estimatesystem),andReuters
web sites. This informaiion would not be reported unless it possessed value

in excess of lts production costs to investlrs, whether for infotmational,

forecasting, or analytical purposes'

A useful test of the reliability of historical growth as a_surrogate for future

growth is to measureit, ,"nriiinity to the peri;d selected. If historical dividend

growth is between 5io and 67o, fegardless of the length of the period over

whichitismeasured,onecanconcludethattherelationshipbetweenthe
historicalgrowthrateandinvestors,expectedgrowthrate.isreliable.Ifthe
computed growth ;" i; highly sensitivi to ttt" length of the period, then it

does not provide useful information'

Arithmetic Average

The arithmetic growth rate is simply the average growth each. year over the

historical period 
'"r""t"J' 

fo' 
"tu'npl"' 

u 
"ornf?ni 

has the following history

;il;ilftt per share (DPS) over the past five vears:

Year DPS

$2.00
$2.20
$2.40
$2.70
$2.80

Average

% Change

10.0%
91%

125%
3.7%

8.8%

1

2
3

4
5

The average growth rate over the five years is a simple average of the five

srowth rates, 8'87o' tit; ;;#ic growth 'ut" 
*"ifttt each annual change

lqually over the r'i'tiiJp"ti"d ani averages these growth rates'

GomPound Growth

The method of calculatinS hlstori.cal erow"f is most meaningful in the context

of compouna int"r".t]ii3iuio"no. gio* r.o* bii. s: ou"i* lO-year period'

for example, the total ;;;'h 
'" -'94' ::^:^.'itpr" 

average qer a:num rate of

5vo. Brt 5vo isnot a-meaningfur expresJ; 
""f ;" gt;*ih rate because it

isnores compoundin; ffi;' ?;J ",ttil-lfiinterest 
on interest as well as on

tile original uuto"' el*uting annual co*'pounOing' $2 grows lo'13 
in l0 years

at a rate of 4.t,o.iil'ffi; ;an be oUtain"O i.- a specialized financial

calculator or fiom 
"' 

;;i"il"1;readsheet financial function'

ThenumericalexampleshownonTableg-ldisplaysahistorygf'lheSouthern
companv's "u^'nrl'?iJilt"F9- ^p:: 

share for the previous ten vears'

Compound growth tu*'''too'tt"d "ompot'nd 
growth 

-rate'.' 
und exponential

growth rates fbr "#i;;'";;;dividends "*'"tt"*-"d 
for the last 10 and 5

years. Growrh i, ""-Tft*;fi;;;ffi,r," ""J*a 
compound value formula

Growth Rate GomPutation

There are four methods of computing growth'8

1. Arithmetic average growth rate

2. ComPound growth rate

3. Smoothed comPound growth rate

4. ExPonential growth rate

8 Parcell (1997) provides a thorough coverage of this topic'

for g:

where

(e-s)
F -- P(l + s)'

F : terminal value,

P : initial value, and

spreadsheet function:

n : number of Periods'

For example, to get the 1O-year dividend gr:wth rate' Equation 9-5 is solved

for g with u ,"i""tnl ""rl"i"t"'' 
or financial calculator' or a specialized

91.48 : $1.26 (1 + g)'o
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Smoothed Compound Growth

Because the compound growth method of calculating growth only considers

the end points and does not consider any values between the beginning and

ending point, it is vulnerable to a potential distortion. If either the initial or

terminal values are unrepresentative because they are unusually high or low'

the resulting growth rate will not tru|y reflect the developments during the

period. For example, if the terminal year happens to be one of severely

depressed eamings due to inflation or acute regulatory lag, and the initial year

one of boom, the indicated growth rate will be unrealistically low. The reverse

also may be true. This potential distortion can be avoided in one of two

ways. Either select initiafand terminal end points that have similar economic

characteristics, or do not use a single year's data, but rather the averages of

Chapter 9: Disco unted Cash Flow APPlication

the first few and last few years, data as end points. The latter method is

pr"f"ruUf" because it involves less subjective judgment' The.historical 5-year

and1o-yearcompoundgrowthratesavailableinValueLineforeamings,
dividends, book value, ,"i"rru"r, and cash flows are computed in this manner'

nur" p".ioAs used by Value Line are 3-year averages in order to temper

"V"fi""fiay 
and to miiigate any potential distortion due to sensitivity to end

points in the calculation.

To compute the smoothed compound growth rates' base periods used are 3-

y"* uu".ug", ln oro", to temper cyclicality and reduce^ sensitivity to end

poi*, Foi example, base periods ior the 5-year and 10-year growth rate

calculations through the end of 2005 are 2003-2005 versus 1999-2001 and

lg9 4-199 6, resPectivelY'

Exponential Growth

Amoresophisticatedmethodofcalculatingagrowthrateisl.g.fita..least-
Squares line,, to the logarithms of all the data in the series. This method is

known under variou. ,ri*"., such as log-linear growth, trended growth line'

iog_rin"* trend line, logJinear regression, or least-squares exponential regres-

siJn analysis. To implJment the method, the expected dividend for any year

t is expressed as the cunent dividend compounded over t years:

Dt: Do1fl + 9)'

Takingnaturallogarithmsonbothsides,hencethenamelog-lineartrendline,
we get:

lnD,:lnDo(1 +g)t

lnDl:lnDo+tln(1 +g)

lnD'-loDs:tln(1 +g) (9-6)

The reason for employing the logarithm of dividends rather than raw dividends

is because the slope tr u m" fited through the raw data points represents a

percentage increase, or growth rate per year' instead of merely a fixed dollar

increaseperperiod.Ac,"onstantdollarincreaseperperiodimpliesadeclining
growth rate. The average growth rate computed using the log-linear approach

is more useful u""uo.J toi-linear growth rates are not distorted by changes

in the dollar level. In 
"rrl"n"", 

the logJinear approach solves the "scale"

problem, and is therefore preferable to the raw linear approach'

Letting Y : ln D, - ln Ds and letting b : ln (1 + g)'in the above equation'

we have the simple exPression:

Y : tb (9-7)

291
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TABLE 9-1

GROWTH COMPUTATIONS FOR SOUTHERN COMPANY 1996-2005

Year EPS DPS

1 994
1 995
1 996
1 997
1 998
1 999
2000
2001

2002
2003
2004
2005

$1.52
$1.66
$1.68
$1.58
$1.73
$1.83
$2.01

$1.61

$1.85
$1.97
$2.06
$2.07

$1.18
$1.22
$1.26
$1.30
$1.34
$1.34
$1.34
$1.34
$1.36
$1.38
$1.41

$1.48

Earnings
Growth

Dividend
Growth

10-yr average growth (1996-2005)
5-yr average growth (2001-2005)

1O-yr compound growth (1996-2005)
S-yr compound growth (2001-2005)

5-yr compound growth (2000-2004)
3-yr base periods

10-yr compound growth (1995-2004)
3-yr base periods

s-yr exponential growth (2001-2005)
10-yr exponential growth (1996-2005)

2.69%
131%

2.11"/"
5.15"h

2.28"h

1.967"
2.O2%

1.62%
2.01"/"

1.21"/"

2.30% 1.55"/"

1.13%
4.68%

3.30%
1.80%
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The y is the historical dividends and t the time periods. since both y and t
are known, the term b can easily be estimated by performing a simple regression

using an electronic spreadsheet such as Excel, with the constant suppressed'

The historical growth fate over the period can then be easily inferred from

the estimate of b as follows:

b:ln(1 +g)
gP:4n(1+s):1+g

s:d-1 (e-8)

The exponential growth rates are obtained from Equation 9-8 through least-

,qoar", regression techniques. Using equation 9-8, Table 9-1 displays_ the

exponential growth rates in eamings and dividend growth rates for Southern

Company over the 1996-2005 period.

The exponential growth method is theoretically more precise than the com-

pound growth rate method in that it weighs each observation equally rather

itran mltoOlng just the end points. In normal circumstances, however, the

added precision is not wofth the substantial extra calculation effort. To wit,

Value Line takes a compromise position. To diminish the sensitivity of the

compound growth method to the choice of end points, and at the same time

to avoid the laborious computational requirements of the exponential method,

value Line uses three-year base periods as its end points to compute compound

growth. In certain extreme cases, the usefulness of the growth proxy may be

improved if one or more abnormal years are omitted or adjusted'

Hazards of Historical Growth Rates

Past growth rates in earnings or dividends may be misleading, since past

gto*ih rates may reflect changes in the underlying relevant variables that

cannot reasonably be expected to continue in the future, or may fail to capture

known future changes.

The future need not be like the past. For example, assets may grow at a

different rate, or utilities may be more or less profitable' Since investors take

such factors into account in assessing future earnings and dividends, historical

growth rates could provide a misleading proxy for future growth'

The standard DCF model assumes, among other things , that a company will

have a stable dividend payout policy and a stable eamed return on book

equity, and thus that earnings, dividends, and book value per share will in

the future grow at the same rate. The DCF model also assumes that the

financing mix, that is the proportions used of retained eamings, debl and

new stock issues, remains-constant. If they change, the growth rates will

change and the past growth rates will not reflect future growth rates. While

it is appropriate to make such assumptions for forecasting purposes' these

assumptions are frequently violated wlen examining historical data' Payout

ratios or earned ,"**, on 
"qoity 

may have been historically unstable' and

hence eamings, divid#r,-uno uoot ualue did not grow at the same growth rate.

It is customary and conceptually correct for forecasting purposes to assume

that a utility will experience a constant payout ratio and'h* th"]-:TiT:

*J aiuio"rrds will in the future grow at comparable rates over.some grven

dme period. As a matter of fact' these are the core assumptions incorporated

intheDCFmodel.Butifoneislookingathistoricaldata,oratshort-term
growthforecastswherepayoutratiosarenotstable,thenearningsanddividends
iluy ,t* grow at the same tate over some past historical period or over some

short foreca.t p"rioA' noi from a pto'p""tin" viewpoint' the DCF fundamen-

tally assumes that eamings and dividends will grow at the same rate'

Agoodexampleofthedangerofrelyingonhistoricalgrowthratesisprovided
by rhe electric utlityinJus"try ln ttre lggos and early 2000s. This period was

charactenzeo uv non-r""rJng events that biased historical growth rates, such

as write_offs, "orpo*" 
,"rt*-"toring, deregulation, mergefs and. acquisitions,

and diversification ioiro*"6 uy divestituie programs' The latter activities

exerted a dilutive "tt* 
on historical earnings utro diuid"nas.for electric utility

companies during ,*"p"ri"o several of ihese companies' earnings growth

were uffepresentati;; Jlfuture growth' Analysts' growth forecasts provided

a more realisric ""d;;p;;;tativ"e 
growth proxy for what was.likely to happen

in the future. If historical growth rates are to be representatill of long-tetm

future growth rates, ihey rirust not betiased by non-recurring events or by

structural shifts in irr" runau-"ntals of the industry and/or the company'

AnotherexampleoccurredearlierformostutilitiesinthelgTOsandbeginning
of the 19g0s *t 

"n 
joour"-digit inflation increased plant, capital, and operating

costs while ,"gututo;1ug-t?ld down price increases. The depressing effect

of inflation on utili# 
"u'itingt, 

dividend' and book value growth was com-

pounded by the 
"""'"rri,v 

to" r"il stock at prices below book value, which

diluted book value and retarded growth fuiher. These low historical growth

rateswerenotrepfesentativeoffuturegrowthratesandcouldnotbeextrapo-
lated into the future. The utility industry experienced a turnaround t:TlT]:
theearly1980s.mnu.tio,'abated,utilitieswereauthorizedandwereearnlng
higher rates of return than in earlier years, and market-to-book ratios increased,

sothatstocksalesnolongerdilutedbookvaluetothesameextenttheydid
earlier. As a result, security analysts and investors were forecasting higher

growth rates in the future compared to the past'

Tabie 9-2 and Figure 9-2 demonstrate how the historical book value growth

rate is a downward-biased estimator of future growth if the book retuffi on

293
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New Reg ulatory Finance Chapter 9: Discounted Cash Flow Application

TABLE 9.3
IMPACT OF A CHANGE IN RATE OF RETURN ON EARNINGS GROWTH

Year

Book
Value

(1)

Earnings
per Share

(2)

Dividends
per Share

(3)

Retained
Earnings

(4)

Growth
Rate of

Earnings
(5)

1 $r o.oo $1.00 $0.60 $0.402 $to.+o $1.04 $0.62 $0.42 4"/o
3 $t o.ez $1.08 $0.65 $0.43 4"/o
4 $r r.zs $1.6e $1.01 $0.67 56%
5 $11.92 $1.7e $1.07 $O.72 6%6 $r2.0+ $1.90 $1.14 $0.76 6"/o

Column (1): Value for previous year plus retained earnings in previous year
column (2):1o"/" of book value in first three years, and 15% of book value in last three years
Column (3): 60% of earnings
Column (4):40% of earnings

a transitory change in payout, projection of a declining or rising retention
ratio is inconsistent with the use of a single growth rate DCF model. A
changing retention ratio implies changing growth rates. A two-growth rate
DCF model is more appropriate whenever the growth rate is expected to
change. Forecast changes in payout ratios are inconsistent with use of the
single growth rate DCF model. The only way to produce a change in the
forecast payout ratio is by introducing an intermediate growth rate which is
different from the long-term growth rate.

It is also unreasonable to postulate a growth in eamings which exceeds growth
in book value forever, because earnings would eventually exceed book value
on which such earnings are based. That is to say, it is unreasonable to expect
a continued increase in earned RoE forever. If investors do expect a transiiory
change in earned retum, projection of a declining or rising earned RoE is
inconsistent with the use of a single growth rate DCF mooet. A changing
RoE implies changing growth rates. A two-growth rate DCF model is more
appropriate whenever the growth rate is expected to change. The only way
to produce a change in earned returns is by introducing an iniermediate growth
rate which is different from the long-term growth rate.

Another potential problem with the use of historical growth rates is that there
is no convenient method to adjust the results if the company's risk changes.
For example, the stock price of an electric utility thaf diversifies into oil
exploration or solar conservation reflects both the risk of electric generation
and of peripheral energy activities. The converse is true for a utility divesting
itself of above-average risk activities. Historical growth rates may be quite
different from those expected in the future. To wit, to the extent that restructur-
ing in the electric and natural gas utility industries altered investors' growth

expectations relative to history, historical growth rates become suspect as a

measure of investor expectations.

Yet another issue associated with historical growth is that reliance on history to
measure investor expectations renders the replication of that growth a self-frrlfilling
prophecy. Reliance on forecast growth rates avoids this inherent circularity.

The major point of all this is that it is perilous to apply historical growth
when a utility is in a transition between growth paths. When payout ratios,

equity return, and market-to-book ratios are changing, reliance on historical
growth is hazardous. Such transitions can occur under variable inflation envi-
ronments, and under fundamental structural shifts, such as deregulation.

Given the choice of variables, length of historical period, and the choice of
statistical methodologies, the number of permutations and combinations of
historical growth rates is such that other methods and proxies for expected

growth must be explored. Historical growth rates constitute a useful starting
point and provide useful information as long as the necessary conditions and

assumptions outlined in this section are not dramatically violated. Although
historical information provides a primary foundation for expectations, investors

use additional information to supplement past growth rates. Extrapolating
past history alone without consideration of historical trends and anticipated
economic events would assume either that past rates will persist over time
or that investors' expectations are based entirely on history.

9.4 Growth Estimates: Analysts' Forecasts
Since investor growth expectations are the quantities desired in the DCF
model, the use of forecast growth published by investment services merits
serious consideration. The growth rates assumed by investors can be deter-
mined by a study of the analyses of future earnings and projected long-run
growth rates made by the investment community. The anticipated long-run
growth rates actually used by institutional investors to determine the desirabil-
ity of investing in different securities influence investors' growth anticipations.

Typically, growth forecasts are in the form of eamings per share over periods
ranging from one to 5 years, and are supportedby extensive financial analysis.ro

r0 Analysts do not generally disseminate their methods of forecasting and do not
generally recommend the purchase or sale of a security based on any single growth
variable or growth estimating technique. A professional financial analyst is reluctant
to reveal the premises and methods of his professional judgment and recommenda-
tions. Moreover, analysts' buy/sell recommendations result from complex judgments
that cannot be reduced to a single variable or to simple mechanistic equations or
models. Several methods and algorithms, involving both quantitative and qualitative
factors, are likely to be used in arriving at a final giowth forecast, including
historical indicators.
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New Regulatory Finance Chapter 9: Discounted Cash Flow Application

The average growth rate estimate from all the analysts that follow the company
measures the consensus expectation of the investment community for that
company. In most cases, it is necessa.ry to use earnings forecasts rather than
dividend forecasts due to the extreme scarcity of dividend forecasts compared
to the widespread availability of earnings forecasts. Given the paucity and
variability of dividend forecasts, using the latter would produce unreliable
DCF results. In any event, the use of the DCF model prospectively assumes
constant growth in both earnings and dividends. Moreover, as discussed below,
there is an abundance of empirical research that shows the validity and superior-
ity of earnings forecasts relative to historical estimates when estimating the
cost of capital.

The uniformity of growth projections is a test of whether they are typical of
the market as a whole. If, for example, 10 out of 15 analysts forecast growth
in the 7vo-9vo range, the probabilify is high that their analysis reflects a
degree of consensus in the market as a whole. As a side note, the lack of
uniformify in growth projections is a reasonable indicator of higher risk.
chapter 3 alluded to divergence of opinion amongst analysts as a valid risk indi-
cator.

Because of the dominance of institutional investors and their influence on
individual investors, analysts' forecasts of long-run growth rates provide a
sound basis for estimating required returns. Financial analysts exert a sfrong
influence on the expectitions of many investors who dt not possess the
resources to make their own forecasts, that is, they are a cause of g. The
accuracy of these forecasts in the sense of whether they turn out to be correct
is not at issue here, as long as they reflect widely held expectations. As long
as the forecasts are fypical and/or influential in that they are consistent with
current stock price levels, they are relevant. The use of analysts, forecasts in
the DCF model is sometimes denounced on the grounds that it is difficult to
forecast earnings and dividends for only one year, let alone for longer time
periods. This objection is unfounded, however, because it is present investor
expectations that ne being priced; it is the consensus forecast that is embedded
in price and therefore in required return, and not the future as it will turn out
to be.

Empirical Literature on Earnings Forecasts
Published studies in the academic literature demonstrate that growth forecasts
made by security analysts represent an appropriate source of DCF growth
rates, are reasonable indicators of investor expectations and are more accurate
than forecasts based on historical growth. These studies show that investors
rely on analysts' forecasts to a greater extent than on historic data only.

Academic research confirms the superiority of analysts' earnings forecasts
over univariate time-series forecasts that rely on history. This latter category

includes many ad hoc forecasts from statistical models, ranging from the
naive methods of simple averages, moving averages, etc. to the sophisticated
time-series techniques such as the Box-Jenkins modeling techniques. The
literature suggests that analysts' earnings forecasts incorporate all the public
information available to the analysts and the public at the time the forecasts

are released. This finding implies that analysts have already factored historical
growth trends into their forecast growth rates, making reliance on historical
growth rates somewhat redundant and, at worst, potentially double counting
growth rates which are irrelevant to future expectations. Furthermore, these

forecasts are statistically more accurate than forecasts based solely on historical
earnings, dividends, book value equity, and the like.

Summary of Empirical Research

Important papers include Brown and Rozeff (1978), Cragg and Malkiel (1968,

1982), Harris (1986), Vander Weide and Carleton (1988), Lys and Sohn

(1990), and Easterwood and Nutt (1999).

The study by Brown and Rozeff (1978) shows that analysts, as proxied by
Value Line analysts, make better forecasts than could be obtained using only
historical data, because analysts have available not only past data but also a
knowledge of such crucial factors as rate case decisions, construction programs,

new products, cost data, and so on. Brown and Rozeff test the accuracy of
analysts' forecasts versus forecasts based on past data only, and conclude that
their evidence of superior analyses means that analysts' forecasts should be

used in studies of cost of capital. Their evidence supports the hypothesis that
Value Line analysts consistently make better predictions than historical time-
series models.

Using the IBES consensus earnings forecasts as proxies for investor expecta-
tion, Harris (1986) estimates the cost of equity using expected rather than
historical earnings growth rates. In his review of the literature on financial
analysts' forecasts, Harris concludes that a growing body of knowledge shows
that analysts' earnings forecasts are indeed reflected in stock prices. Elton,
Gruber, and Gultekin (1981) show that stock prices react more to changes in
analysts' forecasts of earnings than they do to changes in earnings themselves,
suggesting the usefulness of analysts' forecasts as surrogates for market expec-
tations. In an extensive National Bureau of Economic Research study using
analysts' earnings forecasts, Craggand Malkiel (1982) present detailed empiri-
cal evidence that the average analyst's expectation is more similar to expecta-
tions being reflected in the marketplace than historical growth rates, and that
it is the best possible source of DCF growth rates. The authors show that
historical growth rates do not contain any information that is not akeady
tmpounded in analysts' growth forecasts. They conclude that the expectations
tormed by Wall Street professionals get quickly and thoroughly impounded
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into the prices of securities and that the company valuations made by anarysts
are reflected in security prices.

vander weide and carleton (19gg) update the cragg and Malkiel srudy andfind orrerwhelming evidence that the consensus analysts, forecasts cif futuregrowth is superior to historically oriented growth -.urur"r-in fredicting thefirm's stock price. Their results also are consistent with the hlpothesis thatinvestors use analysts' forecasts, rather than historically ;";;;'g.owth calcu_lations,in making stock buy-and-sel decisions. A,t"iy lyTiiL" and Eise_man (1989) produced similar results.

using virt'ally all publicry available analyst_earnings forecasts for a largesample of companies (over 23,000 individual forecasi's by roo anaryst firms),Lys and sohn (1990) show that stock returns respond io individual analysteanrings forecasts, even when they are closely pr"""d.d uy 
"u-ing. 

forecastsma!1b1_other analysts-o_r by corporate accounting disclosures. Using actualand IBES data from rggz-lggi, Easterwood uni Nutt (rggg) regress theanalysts' forecast errors against either hisrorical 
"u"rid; "h;;;; ", analysrs,forecasting errors in the prior years. Results show tt ut 

"unuty.iJtena 
to under_react to negative earnings information, but overreact to positive earningsinformation.

The more recent studies provide evidence that analysts make biased forecasts
and misinterpret the impact of new information.ttF;;;"dL, ,""*a studiesin the early 1990s suggesr.rhar analysrs 

"itte,,yst"-uti"liii"Jnderreact oroverreact to new information. Easterwood andNutt (1qgd) discriminate
between these different reactions and reported that analyst, ,rna"o"u", ,onegative information, but_overreact to positive information. The recent studiesdo not necessarily contradict the earliei literature. The earlier research focused
on whether analysts' earnings forecasts are better at forecasting future earnings
than historical.averages, whereas the recent riterature inu"rtrg?io whether theanalysts' earnings forecasts are unbiased estimates of futuie earnings. It ispossible that even if the analysts' forecasts are biased, trr"y urr.till closer tofuture eanrings than the historical averages, although ,r,irirypil;sis has notbeen tested in the recent studies. One w{, to assess the conce}n that analysts,
forecasts may be biased upward is to incorporate into the unutyri. ,t 

" 
growthforecasts of independent research firms, such as value r-in", in addition tothe analyst consensus forecast. unlike investment banking firms and stockbrokerage firms, independent research firms such as value Line have noincentive to distort earnings growth estimates in order to bolster interest in

common stocks.

Some argue that analysts tend to forecast earnings growth rates that exceed
those actually achieved and that this optimism biases the DCF results upward.
The magnitude of the optimism bias for large rate-regulated companies in
stable segments of an industry is likely to be very small. Empiri"ully, th"
severity of the optimism problem is unclear for regulated utilities, if a probl"-
exists at all. It is interesting to note that Value Line forecasts for utility
companies made by independent analysts with no incentive for over- or
understating growth forecasts are not materially different from those published
by analysts in security firms with incentives not based on forecast accuracy,
and may in fact be more robust. ff the optimism problem exists at all, it c;n
be circumvented by relying on multiple-stage DCF models that substitute
long-term economic growth for analysts' growth forecasts in the second and/
or third stages of the model.

Empirical studies have also been conducted showing that investors who rely
primarily on data obtained from several large reputable investment research
houses and security dealers obtain better results than those who do not.12
Thus, both empirical research and common sense indicate that investors rely
primarily on analysts' growth rate forecasts rafher than on historical gro*tL
rates alone.

Ideally, one could decide which analysts make the most reliable forecasts and
then confine the analysis to those forecasts. This would be impractical since
reliable data on past forecasts are generally not available. Moreover, analysts
with poor track records are replaced by more competent analysts, so that a
poor forecasting record by a particular firm is not necessarily indicative of
poor future forecasts. In any event, analysts working for large brokerage firms
typically have a following, and investors who heed a particular analyst,s
recommendations do exert an influence on the market. So, an au".ag" of ull
the available forecasts from large reputable investment houses is likely to
produce the best DCF growth rate.

Growth rate forecasts are available online from several sources. For example,
value Line Investment Analyzer, IBES (Institutional Brokers' Estimate s^ys-
tem), Zacks Investment Research, Reuters, First call, yahoo Finance, and
Multex web sites provide analysts' earnings forecasts on a regular basis by
reporting on the results of periodic (usuall/monthly) surveys oi the earnings
growth forecasts of a large number of investment advisors, brokerage housei,
and other firms that engage in fundamental research on u.S. corporations.
]hese firms includ" *o*t large institutional investors, such as pension funds,
9t$t, and insurance companies. Representative of industry practices, theZacks Investment Researctt w"o site is a central location whereby investors

300

1l otherrelevantpapers corroborating_the superiority ofanalysts, forecasts as predict-
ors offuture returns ve19ug histgligut groritt tuteslnclude: Frieo ana crvoty'(lgg2),Moyer, chatfield and Keley (19s5),"and coraon, Gordon -J 

-G^*lJ 
ogSg).

t2

I*Tpt"-t of these srudies incrude Stanley, Lewenen and Schlarbaum (19g1) and'I'ouche 
Ross Co. (19g2).
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are able to research the different analyst estimates for any given stock without
necessarily searching for each individual analyst. Zacks gathers and compiles
the different estimates made by stock analysts on the future eamings for the
majority of u.s. publicly traded companies. Estimates of earnings per share
for the upcoming 2 fiscal years, and a projected 5-year growth rate in such
earnings per share are available at monthly intervals. The forecast 5-year
growth rates are normalized in order to remove short-term distortions. Forecasts
are updated when analysts formally change their stated predictions.

Exclusive reliance on a single analyst's growth forecast runs the risk of being
unrepresentative of investors' consensus forecast. one would expect that
averages of analysts' growth forecasts, such as those contained in IBES or
Zacks, are more reliable estimates of investors' consensus expectations likely
to be impounded in stock prices.r3 Averages of analysts' growth forecasts
rather than a single analyst's growth forecasts are more reliable estimates of
investors' consensus expectations.

one problem with the use of published analysts' forecasts is that some forecasts
cover only the next one or two years. If these are abnormal years, they may
not be indicative of longer-run average growth expectations. Another problem
is that forecasts may not be available in sufficient quantities or may not be
available at all for certain utilities, for example water utilities, in which case
altemate methods of growth estimation must be employed.

some financial economists a.re uncomfortable with the assumption that the
DCF growth rates are perpetual growth rates, and argue that above average
growth can be expected to prevail for a fixed number of years and then the
growth rate will settle down to a steady-state, long-run level, consistent with
that of the economy. The converse also can be true whereby below-average
growth can be expected to prevail for a fixed number of years and then the
growth rate will resume a higher steady-state, long-run level. Extended DCF
models are available to accommodate such assumptions, and were discussed
in Chapter 8.

Earnings versus Dividend Forecasts
casual inspection of the Zacks Investment Research, First call rhompson,
and Multex web sites reveals that earnings per share forecasts dominate the
information provided. There are few, if any, dividend growth forecasts. only
value Line provides comprehensive long-term dividend growth forecasts. The
wide availability of earnings forecasts is not surprising. There is an abundance
of evidence attesting to the importance of eamings in assessing investors'

13 The earnings growth rates published by Zacks, First call, Reuters, value Line, and
IBES contain significant overlap since all rely on virtually the same population of
institutional analysts who provide such forecasts.

expectations. The sheer volume of eamings forecasts available from the invest-

ment community relative to the scarcity of dividend forecasts attests to their
importance. The fact that these investment information providers focus on
growth in earnings rather than growth in dividends indicates that the investment

community regards earnings gtowth as a superior indicator of future long-
term growth. Surveys of analytical techniques actually used by analysts reveal

the dominance of earnings and conclude that earnings are considered far more

important than dividends. Finally, Value Line's principal investment rating
assigned to individual stocks, Timeliness Rank, is based primarily on eamings,

accounting for 65Vo of the ranking.

Historical Growth Rates Versus Analysts' Forecasts

Obviously, historical growth rates as well as analysts' forecasts provide rele-

vant information to the investor with regard to growth expectations. Each

proxy for expected growth brings information to the judgment process from
a different light. Neither proxy is without blemish; each has advantages and

shortcomings. Historical growth rates are available and easily verifiable, but

may no longer be applicable if structural shifts have occurred. Analysts'
growth forecasts may be more relevant since they encompass both history

and current changes, but are nevertheless imperfect proxies.

9.5 Growth Estimates: Sustainable Growth
Method

The third method of estimating the growth component in the DCF model,

alternately referred to as the "sustainable growth" or 'oretention ratio"
method, can be used by investment analysts to predict future growth in earnings

and dividends. In this method, the fraction of eamings expected to be retained
by the company, b, is multiplied by the expected return on book equity, r, to
produce the growth forecast. That is,

9:bxr
The conceptual premise of the method, enunciated in Chapter 8, Section 8.4,
is that future growth in dividends for existing equity can only occur if a
portion of the overall return to investors is reinvested into the firm instead
of being distributed as dividends.

For example, if a company eams l2vo on equity, and pays all the eamings
out in dividends, the retention factor, b, is zero and earnings per share will
not grow for the simple reason that there are no increments to the asset base
(rate base). Conversely, if the company retains all its earnings and pays no
dividends, it would grow at an annual rate of I2Vo. Or agun, if the company
eatns l2%o on equity and pays o:ut 60Vo of the earnings in dividends, the

f
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retention factor is 40vo, and earnings growth will be 40To X r2vo : 4.gvoper year.

In implementing the method, both 'b' and ,r, should be the rate that the
TTk"t expects to prevail in the future. If no explicit forecast of ,b, is available,it is reasonable to assume that the utility's future retention ratio will, onaverage, remain unchanged from its present level. or, it can be estimated bytaking a weighted avetage of past retention ratios as a proxy-for the futureon the grounds that utilities' targetretention ratios are uruutty, although notalways, stable.la

Both historical and forecast values of 'r' can be used to estimate g, although
forecast values are superior. The use of historical realized.book returns onequity rather than the expected return on equity is questionable since reliance
on achieved results involves circular reasoning. Reaiir"o ,"turn, *" th"."*olt,of the regulatory process itself, and are alsosubject to tests of fairness andreasonableness' As a ga]lqe of the expected retum on book equity, eitherdirect published analysts' forecasts of the long-run expected retum on equify,or authorized rates ofreturn in recent regulatory 

"aseJcan 
be used as a guide.

As a floor estimate, it seems reasonable ior investors ," 
""p*i"ilrwed equityt*lT* by state regulatory commissions to be in excess or trr"-"uo"nt costof debt to the utility in question.

Another way of obtaining the expected or' is to examine its fundamental
determinants. Since earnings p". ,h*", E, can be stated as dividends per
.thT",D, divided by the payoutiatio (r - b), the earnings per share capitakzedby investors can be infened by dividing ttre current dividend by an expectedpayout ratio. Provided thar a utiliry 

"o*puny 
follows a fairl! siJle diuid"ndpolicy,.the possibility of error is llss when Lstimating the puyoui than whenestimating the expected 

Ttur-n ol equity or the expelted g'.oi"in'.u,". uringthis approach, and denoting boot vatue per share uy n, tfr" 
"*p""t"a 

returnon equity is:

r:E/B:(D(1 -b))/B e_e)
Estimates of the expected payout ratio can be inferred from historical 10-year
average payout ratio data for utilities, assuming a stable dividend poricy has
been pursued. since individual averages frequently tend to r"g;, toward the
grand mean, the historical payout ratio neeos to be adjusted for this tendency,
using statistical techniques for predicting future valuei based on this tendencyof individual values to regress toward the grand mean over time.

An application of the sustainable growth method is shown in example 9-r.

EXAMPLE 9.1

southeastem Electric's sustainable growth rate is required for upcoming
rate case 

-testimony. As a gauge of tle expected refirn ori equiti
authorized rates of refurn in recent decisions for eastern u.S. electric
utilities as leported by value Line for 2005 and 2006 averaged rlvo,
with a standard deviation of lvo.lnother words, the majority of utilities
were aufhorized to earn 1l%, withthe allowed return on equity ranging
from r07o to l2%. As a gauge of the expected retention i.atio,-trre
average 2906 payout ratio of 34 eastern electric utilities as compiled
by value Line was 60vo,which indicates an average retention ratio of
4ovo, with a standard devi ation of Svo,This was consistent with the long-
rqn targeJ retention ratio indicated by the management of southeastern
Elecnic. It is therefore reasonable to postulate that investors expect a
retgntiol 3!r9 langgg from3|To to 45Vo for the company with a likely
value of 4ovo.rnlable9-4 below, expected retention raiios of 35To to
45vo and assumed returns on equity from !}vo to lTva are multiplied
to produce sustainable growth rates ranging from3.B%o to S.A%o-with
a likely valtrc of 4.6Vo.

ll

susrArNAB* o rJ#tiFt3fl oo I LLU'TRAT.N

Expected
Retention Hatio (b)

Expected Return on Book Equiff (r)
10% 11% 12/"

35Y"
40o/o
450/

3.5/"
4.0%
4.5%

3,9/"
4.4Vo
5.Oo/"

4.2%
4.$Yo
5.4o/"

It should be pointed out that published forecasts of the expected return on
equity by analysts such as value Line are sometimes based on end-of-period
book equity rather than on average book equity. The following formulal5

rs The.retum on year-end common equity, r, is defined as r : ElB,, where E is
eamrngs per share, and B, is the year-end book value per share. The return on
average common equity, ru, is defined as: ra : ElBu where Bu : average book
value per share. The latter is by definition: Bu : (Bt + Bt_r)/2 where E, is the
l:*-"{. bo.ok equity per share'and B,_1 is thJbeginning-o1-year book equity per
share. Dividing r by r" and substituting:

r _E/8,_Bo_Bt+8,_l
re E/8, B, ' 28,

Solving for ru, a formula for franslating the retum on year-end equity into the return
on_average equity is obtained, using reported beginning-of+he year and end-of-year common equity figures:

ra Statistically superior predictions of future averages are made by weighting individualpasl averages with the grand mean, with the u#-". *iihi; iil. i;l:uiaud uu".ug",and the variance acrosi individuar averages ,"**, 
", ,"ijiiir.'*^'t-- fo:f

28,

Bt + Bt_l
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adjusts the reported end-of-year values so that they are based on average
common equity, which is the common regulatory practice:

mendation that is different than the expected ROE that the method assumes

the utility will earn forever. For example, using an expected return on equity

of ll%o to determine the growth rate and using the growth rate to recommend

a return on equity of 9Vo is inconsistent. It is not reasonable to assume that

this regulated utility company is expected to earn lIVo forever, but recommend

a 97o refrim on equity. The only way this utility can earn IIVo is that rates

be set by the regulator so that the utility will in fact earn ll7o. One is assuming,

in effect, that the company will earn a return rate exceeding the recommended

cost of equity forever, but then one is tecommending that a different rate be

granted by the regulator. In essence, using an ROE in the sustainable growth

formula that differs from the final estimated cost of equity is asking the

regulator to adopt two different returns.

The circularity problem is somewhat dampened by the self-correcting nature

of the DCF model. ff a high equity return is granted, the stock price will
increase in response to the unanticipated favorable return allowance, lowering

the dividend yield component of market return in compensation for the high

g induced by the high allowed return. At the next regulatory hearing, more

conservative forecasts of r would prevail. The impact on the dual components

of the DCF formula, yield and growth, are at least partially offsetting.

Thkd, the empirical finance literature discussed earlier demonstrates that

the sustainable growth method of determining growth is not as significantly
correlated to measures of value, such as stock price and price/eamings ratios,

as other historical growth measures or analysts' growth forecasts. Other proxies

for growth, such as historical growth rates and analysts' growth forecasts,

outperform retention growth estimates. See for example Timme and Eise-

man (1989).

In summary, there are three proxies for the expected growth component of
the DCF model: historical growth rates, analysts' forecasts, and the sustainable
growth method. Criteria in choosing among the three proxies should include
ease of use, ease of understanding, theoretical and mathematical correctness,
and empirical validation. The latter two are crucial. The method should be

logically vahd and consistent, and should possess an adequate track record
in predicting and explaining security value. The retention growth method is
the weakest of the three proxies on both conceptual and empirical grounds.
The research in this area has shown that the first two growth proxies do a
better job of explaining variations in market valuation (M/B and P/E ratios)
and are more highly correlated to measures of value than is the retention
growth proxy.

(e-10)

The sustainable growth method can also be extended to include external
financing. From Chapter 8, the expanded growth estimate is given by:

g:br+sv

where b and r are defined as previously, s is the expected percent growth in
number of shares to finance investment, and v is the profitability of the equity
investment. The variable s measures the long-run expected stock financing
that the utility will undertake. If the utility's investments are growing at a
stable rate and if the eamings retention rate is also stable, then s will grow
at a stable rate. The variable s can be estimated by taking a weighted average
of past percentage increases in the number of shares. This measurement is
difficult, however, owing to the sporadic and episodic nature of stock financing,
and smoothing techniques must be employed. The variable v is the profitability
of the equity investment and can be measured as the difference of market
price and book value per share divided by the latter, as discussed in
Chapter 8.

There are three problems in the practical application of the sustainable growth
method. The first is that it may be even more difficult to estimate what b, r,
s, and v investors have in mind than it is to estimate what g they envisage.
It would appear far more economical and expeditious to use available growth
forecasts and obtain g directly instead of relying on four individual forecasts
of the determinants of such growth. It seems only logical that the measurement
and forecasting errors inherent in using four different variables to predict
growth far exceed the forecasting error inherent in a direct forecast of
growth itself.

second, there is a potential element of circularity in estimating g by a forecast
of b and ROE for the utility being regulated, since ROE is determined in
large part by regulation. To estimate what ROE resides in the minds of
investors is equivalent to estimating the market's assessment of the outcome
of regulatory hearings. Expected ROE is exactly what regulatory commissions
set in determining an allowed rate of retum. In other words, the method
requires an estimate of retum on equity before it can even be implemented.
Common sense would dictate the inconsistency of a retum on equity recom-

f": h
28,

B, + B,_.,

{-
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DGF Growth Rate Gheck

As a reasonableness check on the DCF growth rate, the growth rate in dividends
can be verified using the following relationship:16

Dividend Growth : Risk-free Return + Risk Premium - Dividend Yield

For example, let us say that the yield on Treasury bonds as a proxy for the
risk-free return is 5Vo, the utility risk premium is 5.5Vo derived from a Capital
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) analysis discussed in earlier chapters, and the
expected dividend yield for the utility industry is 4.57o. Substituting these
values in the above relationship, we obtain a dividend growth expectation of
6.07o as follows:

Dividend Growth : 5.0% -t 5.5o/o - 4.5o/o : 6.0%

9.6 Growth in the Non-Constant DCF Model
Although the constant growth DCF model does have a long history, analysts,
pracfitioners, and academics have come to recognize that it is not applicable
in many situations. A multiple-stage DCF model that better mirrors the paftern
of future dividend growth is preferable. There is a growing consensus and
ample empirical support that the best place to start is with security analysts'
forecasts, that is, assume that dividend policy is relatively constant and use
analyst forecasts of earnings growth as a proxy for dividend forecasts. The
problem is that from the standpoint of the DCF model that extends into
perpetuity, analysts' horizons are too short, typically five years. It is often
unrealistic for such growth to continue into perpetuity. A transition must occur
between the fust stage of growth forecast by analysts for the first five years
and the company's long-term sustainable growth rate. Accordingly, multiple-
stage DCF models of this transition are available and were described in Chapter
8. It is useful to remember that eventually all company growth rates, especially
utility services growth rates, converge to a level consistent with the growth
rate of the aggregate economy.

A reasonable alternative to the constant growth DCF model is to use a multiple-
stage DCF model that more appropriately captures the path of future dividend

16 Equating the expected return from the standard DCF equation and the required
return from the CAPM equation:

K: Dr/P + g: R1 * RiskPremium
K : Dr/P * g : & + B(R, - Ri) fromthe CAPM

Solving for g:

c:&+p(R._Rf)_Dr/P

growth than to insert a constant growth rate into the plain vanilla DCF equation'

ihe practical challenge is to establish a reasonable growth path for future

oinia"nor. As previoisly discussed, an excellent starting point is security

analysts' earnings growth forecasts (available from IBES' Zacks' Reuters'

FirstCall)asaproxyfordividendforecasts'Theseforecastsaretypicallyfor
ihe ne*t five years. From the standpoint of the DcF model that extends into

perpetuity,thisforecastinghorizonmaybetooshort'Forexample'itisquite
porritf.thatacompany's-dividends"ul{oyfasterthanthegeneraleconomy
io, fiv" years, buiit is quite implausible for such growth to continue into

perpetrrity.Thetwo-stag"ocnmodelisbasedonthepremisethatinvestors
irp.o the growth rate"for the utilities to be equal to the company-specific

growttr rateJfor the next 5 years, let us say' (Stage 1 Growth)' 1nd 
to converge

io an expected steady-stateiong-run rate of growth from yeat 6 onward (Stage

2 Growth). For example, it ir quite plausible that neaf-term DCF growth

estimates for a given 
"o,np*y 

are unduly high and unsustainable over long

periods, and that such growth rates are- expected to decline- toward a lower

'f,orrg-*r, f"uel over timelAnother example ol tttit situation is that of companies

trr-ut"op"rut" in a relatively undeveloped industry (e.g. wholesale power genefa-

il;); companies that are experiencing very high growth rates' Here again'

;l;;;pri"n of a constant p"tp"tout gtowth rate may not be reasonable'

Blended Growth APProach

onewaytoaccountforthetwostagesofgrowthistomodifythesingle-
stageDCFmodelbyspecifyingthe-growthrateaSaweightedaverageof
short-term and long-term growd rates. The blended growth rate is calculated

as a weighted average giuing two-thirds weight to the analysts' five-year

g-*,t piojections (zu&", IBES, 
"t 

.) Td one-third to historical long-term

growth of the econo;t; ; whole and/o1 the long-range projections of growth

in Gross Domestic proO,r", (GDP) projected for the very long term' FERC

has adopted such a method in the puti fot determining the return on equity

for gas and oil utilities.

Toillustrate,two-stageDCFestimatesforagoupofwidelytrldeddividend-
paying diversified natural gas producers are shown on Table 9-5' Column 1

shows the spot dividend yiJtO fot each company, Colurnn 2 shows the analyst

consensus growth forecast for the next fwe years for each company' and

column 3 shows the long-range GDP forecast of 6.57o for the u'S' economy

at that time. Column 4-comfutes the weighed average growth, giving 213

weight to column 1 and 1/3 weight to column 2' Averages are shown at the

bottom of the table. eOOing the iverage blended growth rate of 9.02Vo to the

average expected dividend"yield of i33Vo shown at the bottom of Column

6 produces an estimate of equity costs of 1'l.85To for the group' unadjusted

tbr flotation costs. Allow*"L fo, flotation costs to the results of Column 7

brings the return on equity estimate to 12.007o, shown in Column 7' Note
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New Regulatory Finance Chapter 9: Discounted Cash Flow on

EXAMPLE 9.2

Consolidated Energy common stock is trading at $50' The current

quarterly dividend rate is $0.40 and is expected to prevail for two

quarters and increase to $0.45 for the next two quarters for a total

dividend of $1.70 for the year. The consensus 5-year earnings growth

from analysts is 87o. The long-term projected growth rate of the U.S.

economy is 6.5Vo. The data are in tabular form below.

The dividend yield is obtained by dividing the annual dividend by the

CONSOLIDATED ENERGY
Dividend Growth Pattern

Year Growth Dividend PV

stock price: $1.70/$50.00 : 3.47o. Applying the orthodox DCF model

produces a cost of equity estimate of ll.77o, that is, 3.4Vo (L + .08)

* 8.0Vo : ll.7Vo. Application of the three-stage DCF model is shown

in the table below. For the flrst five years, dividends grow at 87o.

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

I

!

m

8.00%
8.00%
8.00%
8.00"/"
8.00%
8.00%
8.00%
7.81%
7.630/"
7.44o/o

7.26%
7.O7o/o

6.89%
6.70%
652%
6.33%
6.15o/o

5.96%
5.78"/"
5.59%
5.41o/o

5.220/o

5.04o/"
4.850/"
6.50%
6.50%
6.500/"
6,50%
6.50%
6.50%

!

I

00

$1.84
$1.e8
$2.14
$2.31
$2,50
$2.70
$2.e1
$3.14
$3.38
$3.63
$3.90
$4.17
$4.46
$4.76
$5.07
$5.3e
$5.72
$6.06
$6.41
$6.77
$7.14
$7.51
$7.89
$8.27
$8.81
$e"38
$e.99

$10.64
$11.33
$12.07

!

I

$1.66
$1.63
$1.59
$1.55
$1.52
$1.49
$1.45
$1.42
$1.38
$1.34
$1.31
$1.27
$1.22
$1.18
$1.14
$1.10
$1.06
$1.01
$0.97
$0.93
$0.88
$0.84
$0.80
$0.76
$0.73
$0.71
$0.68
$0.66
$0.63
$0.61

$16.47

From year 25 onward, dividends grow at the same rate as the national

economy, 6.5Vo.For the intervening years, dividends converge to the

longterm growth rate in a linear fashion, as shown on the table. The

last column shows the present value of the dividend each year. In year

30, the present value of an infinite sffeam of dividends extending from
year 30 to infinity is obtained by using the constant growth formula

of the standard DCF model:

Fresent Value in Year 30 = Dsrl(K - g)

: Deo(1 + g)l (K - g)

and discounting that value to the present. The discount rate that

"explains" the stock price of $50 is the cost of equity estimate, here

K : 10.7 Vo , obtained by using the backsolver function of an electronic

spreadsheet.

CONSOLIDATED ENERGY MARKET DATA

Average stock price

Quarterly dividends first quarter
second quailer
third quader
fourth quartgr

Annual Dividend
Dividend Yield

Analyst Growth Forecast

Constant-Growth DCF Cost of Equity

Non-Const. Growth DGF Cost of Equity

$50.00
$0.40
$0.40
$0.45
$0.45
$1.70

3.40/"

8.0%
11.7"/"

10.7%

Present Value = $50.00

9.7 DCF Market Return
You are not restricted to analyzing expected returns for particular companies.

You can also use the DCF formula to estimate the expected retum for an

industry or for the entire stock market. Application of the DCF model to the

market index as a whole can provide a reasonably precise estimate of the

312
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New Finance Chapter 9: Discounted Cash Flow Application

expected return for the overall equity market as well as for a given industry.
Recall from Chapter 5 that an estimate of the market risk premium (MRp)
is required in order to implement the CAPM. One way to estimate the MRp
is to perform a DCF analysis on an aggregate equity market index and subtract
the contemporaneous risk-free rate to obtain the MRP. For example, Harris
and Marston (2001) use analysts' growth forecasts to produce DCF estimates
of the average cost of equity for companies in the Standard & poor's Index.
The following two examples illustrate the application of the DCF methodology
to determine the return on the overall equity market.

One potential problem in this approach is that historical growth may not be
reflective of expected growth. Instead, the average 5-year earnings growth
forecast of analysts reported by IBES for a large number of publicly traded
stocks can be used as a reasonable proxy for the expected growth on the
overall market.

EXAMPLE 9.3

The aggregate expected market return is computed each year for a 10-
year period, using data on Value Line's Composite Market Index by
applying the DCF model to the index. From the DCF model, the
expected return on the aggregate market can be obtained by summing
the dividend yields (De/P) and the expected growth (g) each year,
as follows:

Expected Returnl = Expected Dividend Yield, + Growtht

= Spot Dividend Yield, (1 + g) + Growth,

D^(1 + o)

Po

In this example, expected growth on the market index is proxied by
lhe hi*orical S-year growth in earnings per share on the composite
index.17 The Value Line Investment Analyzer software provides the
necessary data on the index. The year-by-year analysis of expected
equlty market returns and bond yields over a lO-year period is ihown
in Table 9-6 using illusftative data. The market risk premium over the
lO-year period averaged 6.77o, an estimate quite consistent with the
empirical literature described in Chapter 5. If, for example, long-term
Treasury bonds are yielding S%o,the implied market retum is 6.77o *
5.07o = ll.7Vo.

17 The growth in earnings is used instead of the growth in dividends because several
stocks that make up the Value Line Composite Index do not pay dividends. In any
event, for an index made up of a large number of companies, aiviaena growth and
eamings growth are likely to coincide over the long run, since in the aggregate,
dividend policies are stable.

AVERAGE RISK PREMIUM = 8.7o/"

EXAMPLE 9-4

To derive a prospective estimate of the market risk premium, a DCF
analysis can be applied to the dividend-paying stocks that make up the

aggregate equity market (Standard and Poor's 500 Index) using the

Value Line Invesffnent Analyzer software. Let us say that dividend
yield on the aggregate market is 1.9&.o at the time, and the projected

long-term dividend growth for the dividend-paying stocks that make

up the S&P 500 Index is 1.0.77o. Adding the dividend yield to the

growth component produces an expected return on the aggregate equity
market of L2.8Vo. Following the tenets of the DCF model, the spot

dividend yield must be converted into an expected dividend yield by
multiplying it by one plus the growth rate, which brings this estimate
to 12.6%o. As will be discussed in the next chapter, recognition of the
quarterly timing of dividend payments rather than the annual timing
of dividends assumed in the annual DCF model brings this estimate
to approximately I3.\Vo.If longterm U.S. Treasury bonds are yielding
5.0Vo, the implied risk premium is therefote 7.57o.

The same procedures can be applied to a utility industry-specific index such
as Moody's Electric Utility Index or Moody's Natural Gas Distribution Index
in order to derive a historical and/or prospective utility-specific risk premium.

TABLE 9.6
DCF RISK PREMIUM ANALYSIS

Aggregate Market Return

Year
(1)

Average
Spot

Dividend
Yield

(21

Five-Year
Growth

Earnings
Per Share

(3)

Expected
Dividend

Yield
(4)

Expected
Equity
Market
Return

(s)

30-Year
Treasury

Bond
Yield

(6)

Market
Risk

Premium
(71

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
I
I

10

4.1o/"
4.90h
4,4"/o
4.7%
4.60/"
4.1o/"

3.4"1o

3.6"/o

3.7%
2.6%

lt.a"/"
12.0"/o

12-5o/"

11.5o/o

11.5Y"
12.07"
11,5o/"

10.0o/o

9.0%
65%

4.60/"
55%
5.4"/o

5.2%
5.1%
4.60/"

3.8o/"

4.0"/"
4.4"/o

2.8%

15.60/"

17.5"/o

17.sa/o

16.7o/"

16.6%
16.60l"

15.3%
'14.0"/o

13.0%
9.3%

9.5%
13.9o/o

11.2o/o

8.4o/"

7.2%
6.4o/o

6.8%
7.8o/o

7.st/o
5.9o/"

6.1o/o

3.6%
6.3%
8.3/"
9.4/o

1O.2o/"

8.5Yo

6.2o/"

5.5%
3.4o/"

314 315
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New Finance
analvsis between the required risk premium and the yield on A-rated bonds'

Lifiill ;il;;i;;;jil;; ;;;o'o""J tn" roilow i n g resur ts : 
I 8

An excellent example of a DcF-based industry-specific prospective risk pre-

mium approach is provided by Vander Weide (2005)' His prospective risk

fr.ooo*^rn"ttodology is based on,studies of the DCF expected return on

proxy groups of electric and natural gas utility companies c-ompared to the

interest rate on e-rut"J otitity bonds. For each month in the 1999-2005 period'

vander weide calculates the risk premium using the equation:

RP: DCF _ 
Y

Where: RP : required risk premium for the proxy group of companies

DCF:averageDCFcostofequityoftheproxycompanies
Y : A-rated utilitY bond Yield

The DCF model is applied each month to each dividend-paying company in

the Moody's rbctric''Utility Index, using analysts' growth forecasts and the

;;;"dy ir"rsion of tt" oir. The yield to maturity on an investment in A-

i""J,,rinv bonds is suttracteo from the average DcF_estimate of the group

for thar month t" "m;; 
; tn" titt premium each month. Figure 9-3 displays

theDCFcostof"q'i'y"'tl*nt"'andtheyieldon|.-ratedutilitybondsfor
each monrh in tt e tgdg-iOOS p"tloO. The distance between the two lines is

the electric utility risk premium'

As documented in chapter 4, the risk premium varies inversely with the level

of interest rates. vanier weide,s ,"rultr confirm this finding. A regression

RP : 6'52 - 0'308 i

vander weide then inserts the forecast yield on A-rated utiliry bonds from

theBlueChipforecastintheaboveregressiontoobtainhisfinalestimateof
the prospectin" .i't p'"-io- 

"o*t 
of 

"q:olty 
for the elecffic utility group 

' 
4'4Vo

over A_rared bonds. ;^;1"il p.."iur" is appried 19 rh" companies that

make up Moody,s N;ro,"j a;; index with u.ooltittg risk premium of 4'7Vo

over A-rated bonds'
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